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ABOUT US 
AAM Advisory was set up in 2009 with the 
vision of helping people plan for a better 
financial future, whilst protecting them and 
any loved ones.

Keeping this vision and belief firmly in our 
heart, we have strengthened and grown 
significantly over the years. We have helped 
more than 5,000 clients across 80 nationalities. 
Thanks to their trust and confidence in us, we 
are currently advising on over SGD 1 billion 
of their finances and protection needs. We 
have a team of over 30 experienced MAS 
authorised financial planners who not only 
have the technical knowledge and experience 
but also truly understand the evolving needs 
of our clients.

In 2016, AAM was acquired by Quilter plc 
(formerly known as Old Mutual Wealth), a 
leading wealth management business in the 
UK and Internationally. Quilter plc manages 
£114.9 billion of investments on behalf of 
over 900,000 customers (as at 31 March 2019). 
AAM Advisory is now part of the Quilter plc 
(www.quilter.com).

AAM Advisory holds a Financial Advisers 
licence from the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore (No. FA100032).

AAM Advisory won International Advisor’s 
Best Practice Awards in the ‘Excellence in 
Professional Development’ category and 
in the ‘Excellence in Investment Planning’ 
category in 2016. Fast forward to 2018, 
AAM Advisory won the “Best adviser Firm, 
Singapore”.

We offer a complete financial planning service 
for Singapore citizens, Permanent Residents 
(PR’s) and Expatriates focused around 
wealth creation, preservation strategies and 
tax planning, working to take their lifestyle 
goals to reality. We additionally benefit from 
the expertise of 2 specialist in-house teams. 
The Investment Research Team focus on 
developing portfolios for clients, tailored to 
their desired levels of risk and return. The 
Wealth Solutions Team focus on ensuring our 
clients’ wealth is in the right hands at the right 
time, whilst minimising the impact of taxes.

We adopt a holistic approach to financial 
planning as every individual presents a 
different set of short, medium and long-
term goals. Our work begins with an in-
depth consultation on your finances and 
future objectives. At a second meeting we 
present a detailed written plan outlining our 
recommendations and advice based on your 
needs. Our mission is to then work with you 
through regular reviews to ensure we stay on 
track to achieve your goals and objectives. 
Our areas of expertise include planning for 
your retirement and children’s education fees, 
helping you with insurance coverage and tax 
effective savings mechanisms. We also offer 
investments especially tailored for Expatriates 
working and living in Singapore.

We are committed to working with you to 
develop a personalised financial strategy 
tailored to meet your individual needs. Speak 
to any of our financial planners on how to get 
started today.

To arrange a meeting or for more information please contact:

AAM Advisory Pte Ltd
CapitaGreen #06-01, 138 Market Street, Singapore 048946
Tel: +65 6653 6600
Fax: +65 6653 6602
Email: info@aam-advisory.com
Web: www.aam-advisory.com
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Disclaimer:
This guide is an initiative of AAM Advisory for the purpose of providing general information on financial matters and resources 
in Singapore. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the information within this guide is current, accurate and reliable, 
AAM Advisory and its contributors cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies and errors. Information contained in 
this guide is for general reference only and should not be regarded as a substitute for seeking professional financial advice 
from AAM Advisory concerning specific matters before making any decision. All examples and calculations in this booklet 
are based in Singapore Dollars. The concept, format and style of this guide, together with some of the content, belongs to 
AAM Advisory Pte Ltd and is not to be used or re-published without permission. This guide should not be construed as an 
offer, solicitation of an offer, or a recommendation to transact in any securities mentioned herein. The information does not 
take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any person. Advice should be 
sought from a licensed financial adviser regarding the suitability of the investment product before making a commitment 
to purchase the investment product. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. Any prediction, 
projection, or forecast on the economy, securities markets or the economic trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative 
of the future performance. Whilst we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this guide is 
not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness.
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FOREWORD 
Singapore’s unique and meteoric rise from fledgling nation to one of the world’s major 
commercial hubs was unprecedented. Singapore is currently the fourth largest financial centre 
and is the leading offshore wealth management hub in the region.*

Home to 5.63m, made up of 3.47m citizens, 0.52m permanent residents and 1.64m expats 
Singapore is not only ethnically diverse but also one of the most globalised** countries in 
the world. Unsurprisingly, the financial needs of Singapore residents are as broad and diverse 
as the cultures and languages that share our little Red Dot. This guide was written with all 
Singapore residents in mind.

The information is presented in two sections – ‘Financial Guide’ and ‘Living In Singapore’. The 
‘Financial Guide’ section provides you with a general overview of financial planning and wealth 
management matters, while ‘Living in Singapore’ will help newcomers to become better 
acquainted with daily living in this wonderful country.

At AAM, our aim is to improve lives and make sure you are living your dream no matter who you 
are and where you are. We help you plan beyond your wedding, the next property purchase, 
your children’s education through to ensuring you have the retirement you hope for, all while 
protecting your future generations. We hope you will find the Singapore Financial Advice 
Guide useful and if you have any questions at all, we are just an email away.

Eryk Lee
Chief Executive Officer

*Based on the Global Financial Centres Index March 2019
**Based on the 2018 Globalisation Index.
Sources: Ministry of Manpower Dec 2018. & Population.sg 2018.
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SECTION ONE

FINANCIAL GUIDE
FOR SINGAPORE CITIZENS, PR’S AND EXPATS
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PROTECTION
Safeguard your family’s income and lifestyle against financial loss in the event the unexpected 
occurs. With the right combination of insurance plans, you are assured peace of mind, knowing 
that your loved ones can maintain their quality of life during or after an unfortunate event. 

LIFE COVER CALCULATOR 
HOW MUCH LIFE COVERAGE IS NEEDED?

Use the table below to calculate the approximate amount of cover you may need.

Outstanding Amount

Mortgage

Credit Cards

Other

Total A

Monthly Expenses Amount

Rent Utilities

Property Taxes Pension

Food School Fees

Car Expenses Entertainment

Other Insurances Others

Holidays

Total Monthly Outgoings

Yearly Outgoings (monthly x12) B

Total B provides an estimate of the yearly income your dependants may require.
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The next step is to consider the number of years you may need the coverage for. For example, 
until your children are financially independent, your mortgages are paid off, or until you no 
longer have an income to protect i.e. your chosen retirement age. 

Use the table below to determine the corresponding factor.

Factor C

Multiply B by Factor C D

Amount of any Existing Life Cover *E

Amount of Protection to consider (Add A & D subtract E)

*Employee benefits should be excluded as these are temporary covers only.

No. of Years Factors* No. of Years Factors*

1 1 18 16

2 2 19 17

3 3 20 17.5

4 4 21 18

5 5 22 19

6 6 23 20

7 7 24 20.5

8 8 25 21

9 8.5 26 22

10 9 27 22.5

11 10 28 23

12 11 29 24

13 12 30 24.5

14 13 31 25

15 13.5 32 26

16 14 33 26.5

17 15 34 27

*This factor takes into account potential interest earned at 4% and the effects of inflation at 2.5%.

Example:
A couple wants to provide protection for their children for the next 10 years. They should use 
factor 9.

This simple calculation is used for illustration purposes only.
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LIFE INSURANCE

Life presents many unforeseen situations and when death strikes unexpectedly, your family 
could be left in dire straits. Life Insurance provides a guaranteed death benefit to protect your 
dependants against financial loss upon the demise of the life insured. Guard your loved ones 
or beneficiaries with a plan that will provide for them comfortably long after you are gone. 
The proceeds from the insurance can be used towards a future college education, clearing off 
debts or any other expenses, thus removing the financial burden from your family. 

There are 3 main types of life insurance plans:

Whole of Life (Permanent) Insurance
A Whole of Life Insurance provides life-long protection as premiums can be made throughout 
your lifetime. Upon death or in the event of total and permanent disability, the policy may pay 
out the greater of the sum insured or if applicable, the value of any underlying investment 
values.

Level Term Assurance
A Level Term Assurance provides protection for a fixed time period. A Term policy may pay out 
the sum insured upon death within the term.

Sample Cost: 5-Year Term*
For a male, age 30, non-smoker with a sum assured of $1,000,000, the typical premium 
prices could range from $600 to $2,500 per annum depending on the insurance provider.

*This is just a generic example and should not be construed as a premium quote.

Decreasing Term Assurance
A Decreasing Term Assurance provides a death benefit that decreases at a predetermined 
rate over the life of the policy. The premiums are usually constant throughout the contract, and 
reductions in the policy pay-out will typically occur annually. This may also be called Mortgage 
Life Insurance.

Total & Permanent Disability Cover  
(Optional Add-on with Level/Decreasing Term Assurance)
This cover provides a lump sum pay-out as a result of disease, illness or injury.

CRITICAL ILLNESS INSURANCE

Critical Illness Insurance reduces your financial burden when diagnosed with one of the 
specified critical illnesses or disabilities during the period of coverage. The Critical Illness plan 
is usually effected on a stand-alone basis or included as an optional benefit (also known as a 
rider) to a life insurance policy.

The payable sum under a stand-alone Critical Illness plan typically includes a clause known as a 
Qualifying Period. Here it states that in order to be eligible to receive the sum assured, the life 
insured must survive for a predetermined length of time, which typically ranges between 7 and 
30 days from the date of diagnosis of their specified critical illness.
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When a Critical Illness plan is included as a rider on a life insurance policy, the policy normally 
pays out an accelerated guaranteed lump sum immediately upon diagnosis without the need 
for a qualifying period.

Since 1st July 2003, the Singapore insurance industry has adopted common definitions for all 
critical illnesses as defined by the Life Insurance Association (LIA) of Singapore. This means that 
all Singapore-Authorised insurance companies will define each illness covered the same way. 
For plans taken out prior to 1st July 2003 or effected in other jurisdictions, reference should 
always be made to individual policy documents for definitions of the critical illnesses covered.

List of Critical Illnesses (LIA August 2014)

Major Cancers 

Heart Attack of Specified 
Severity 

Stroke 

Coronary Artery By-pass 
Surgery 

Kidney Failure 

Aplastic Anaemia 

End Stage Lung Disease 

End Stage Liver Failure 

Coma 

Deafness (Loss of Hearing) 

Heart Valve Surgery 

Loss of Speech 

Major Burns 

Major Organ / Bone Marrow 
Transplantation 

Multiple Sclerosis 

Muscular Dystrophy 

Parkinson’s Disease 

Surgery to Aorta 

Alzheimer’s Disease / Severe 
Dementia 

Fulminant Hepatitis 

Motor Neurone Disease 

Primary Pulmonary 
Hypertension 

HIV Due to Blood Transfusion 
and Occupationally Acquired 
HIV 

Benign Brain Tumour 

Viral Encephalitis 

Bacterial Meningitis 

Angioplasty & Other Invasive 
Treatment For Coronary 
Artery 

Blindness (Loss of Sight) 

Major Head Trauma 

Paralysis (Loss of Use of 
Limbs) 

Terminal Illness 

Progressive Scleroderma 

Apallic Syndrome 

Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosus with Lupus 
Nephritis 

Other Serious Coronary 
Artery Disease 

Poliomyelitis 

Loss of Independent 
Existence 

Source: Life Insurance Association Singapore (www.lia.org.sg)
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INCOME PROTECTION INSURANCE

Your ability to earn an income is one of your greatest assets. When accidents strike, and you are 
unable to work, Income Protection provides your family and you with a monthly income. Some 
employers may continue to pay their staff for a fixed time period should they become unfit to 
work. However, this amount is unlikely to sustain your financial obligations.

With a solid Income Protection plan, you are able to insure your income up to a capped amount 
and choose a payment period of up to retirement age, typically at 65.

PRIVATE MEDICAL INSURANCE

With the rising costs in healthcare, getting yourself a Health Insurance plan ensures you and 
your family are financially protected in the event extensive medical care is required as a result 
of an accident, illness or disability. Health Insurance usually provides coverage for medicine, 
consultations with doctors, visits to the emergency room, hospital stays and other medical 
expenses. 

Although many people receive Health Insurance from their employers, it is important to check 
what the coverage is and if it is sufficient. With the many different plans available, it is essential 
to pick a policy that will meet your protection needs.

HEALTH INSURANCE

Medical Expense Insurance / Major Medical Expense Insurance
Medical Expense Insurance covers medical expenses arising from an accident or illness. The 
policy typically includes inpatient medical treatment or surgery, some outpatient charges for 
day surgery and consultations with specialists. 

The Major Medical plan offers wider coverage with higher maximum benefit over a standard 
plan and is designed to protect against losses from catastrophic illness or injury.

Hospital Cash Insurance
Hospital Cash Insurance typically pays out a fixed amount of benefit each day you are 
hospitalised for medical treatment or surgery.

Long Term Care Insurance
Long Term Care plans most often pay out a monthly fixed amount towards expenses for long 
term nursing care when you are unable to perform daily activities. There is normally no age limit 
for this type of coverage.
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International Health Insurance
International Health Insurance policies are designed for those who spend a significant portion 
of their time working on overseas assignments. International Health plans provide more 
comprehensive coverage compared to local plans and are internationally mobile, allowing you 
to live and seek treatment anywhere in the world. 

Some of the typical benefits offered:

Road Ambulance 
This benefit covers ambulance services  

in the event of an emergency.

Pregnancy Cover and Routine 
Complications 

If you are planning to start a family while 
out on assignment, a Pregnancy policy 
could help cover the costs of maternity 

and childbirth care.

Parent Accompaniment
An important component for families 

with children, the Parent Accompaniment 
benefit allows you to accompany your 

child in the event of an emergency 
evacuation, covering accommodation and 

travel expenses.

Emergency Evacuation 
Emergencies can happen anywhere. In 
the event you and your family fall ill and 

local facilities prove to be inadequate, an 
airlift to the nearest appropriate medical 

centre becomes highly crucial.
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SAVINGS & INVESTMENTS
When we use the word ‘value’ we often mean the financial worth of something, its cost or its 
benefit to us. Value can also mean our beliefs or our philosophies. In this case, our values are a 
set of principles which help guide our decisions and behaviour. 

AAM believes that investment success can be improved by having a strong set of core values, 
and we have produced a comprehensive document which explains our values and how we 
believe clients can use these to achieve their financial goals. If you would like a copy of this 
document, please let us know. 

Today, AAM has thousands of clients and so we know that different people approach things in 
different ways.  However, when it comes to investing, most people want the same thing, to see 
their money grow and to provide financial security to those they love, without too much risk. 

Our investment philosophy has not changed over the years since we started looking after our 
client’s money.  During the stock-market crash of 2008 and 2009, where our processes were 
tested to the limit, we harnessed these principles to reassure our clients and explain that 
patience was needed. More recently, as the economy recovered and our clients experienced 
high investment returns, these principles remind us all that risk is an integral element in 
investing. What has changed is the way we implement our philosophy as more cost-effective 
and flexible investment options become available. 

AAM’S SIX INVESTMENT PRINCIPLES

Given sufficient time, a balanced investment portfolio of shares, 
bonds, property and alternative assets has tended to achieve 
higher returns than leaving money in the bank, and has tended to 
grow more quickly than inflation. 

The greater the investment timeframe, the greater the level of 
certainty that an investment portfolio will offer better returns than 
cash and inflation.

Long Term Performance

Patience
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The type and proportion of investments within a portfolio (asset 
allocation) is extremely important in explaining returns and the 
level of risk. Getting the asset allocation right (the mix of these 
asset classes) is an essential part of the portfolio building process. 
A frequently quoted study* concluded that asset allocation 
explains up to 90% of the variability of a portfolio’s return over 
time. Matching this mix of assets to your investment profile can 
also reduce the chance of taking too much risk.

*Roger Ibbotson & Paul Kaplan, Does Asset Allocation Policy Explain 40, 90 or 100 
Percent of Performance, January/February 2000.

In order to ensure our clients are invested with suitable investment 
companies, we apply a screening process to ensure the 
recommended investment companies meet our high standards. 
We will evaluate fees and charges, the skill and track record of 
the fund manager (or accuracy of tracking for ETFs and index 
tracking funds) and the quality of the regulatory environment in 
which the fund operates. All the funds that AAM recommend 
will have undergone an internal due diligence process and will 
be registered with the MAS for sale in Singapore to appropriate 
clients.

AAM believes in efficient portfolio management, which means 
keeping fees and charges reasonable and not making changes 
to portfolios too often. Reducing fees helps to increase the return 
for our clients.

Asset Allocation

Choosing the Right Investment Companies

Efficient Portfolio Advice

Ongoing Advice

We have invested in our people and processes to ensure we 
can exceed our client’s expectations. We have the resources to 
offer ongoing portfolio advice and recommendations. We know 
that our clients you want to feel in-touch with their money, not 
removed or remote from it.
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Risk & Return
Though reduced risk is generally deemed to be more appealing, having little or no risk is not 
necessarily beneficial when it comes to investing. Lower levels of risk are generally associated 
with lower potential returns, whereas higher levels of risk are associated with high potential 
returns. This theory is known as the “Risk-Return Trade-off Principle”. 

Clear, Simple and Transparent Advice:
Our investment advice is designed to be clear and to explain any complex ideas in a simple 
and transparent way.  We want our clients to know exactly why we are recommending a 
solution and how this will benefit them or their family.

Keeping in Touch:
Your Financial Planner will provide you with ongoing service, support and advice in relation 
to your portfolio. Ongoing monitoring of your portfolio is paramount.

We do this via:
• Access to your Financial Planner
• Regular Statements
• Online Valuations

• Ongoing Portfolio Advice
• Quarterly Portfolio Reviews
• Global Market Updates

The Way We Work

Centralised Advice:
We want our clients to have confidence 
there is a robust investment process 
operating behind the scenes: We 
centralise our advice by implementing 
a two-tier process of decision making; 
the Investment Research Team (data 
collection, analysis and processing) and 
the Investment Committee (oversight).

Aligning Client and Company Interests:
Our incentive structures should benefit 
our clients. We’ve worked hard to get 
our incentive structures right, to promote 
ongoing advice, excellent customer 
service and to strengthen the relationships 
with our clients.

Embrace And Manage Risk:
AAM accepts that there is no reward 
without risk and our portfolios will be 
exposed to risk assets. However, we strictly 
manage this risk at the portfolio level and 
have created both in-house “risk budgets” 
and return benchmarks. Details of these 
can be found in our Investment Principles 
Document.

3rd Party Resources:
AAM is a fast-growing company. In order 
to ensure that we have the resources we 
need to support our clients we employ 
the use of 3rd parties to provide global 
economic research data. We use this 
data to help us get our asset allocation 
decisions right.
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Monthly Returns on S&P 500, US Inflation (Consumer Price Index), and US Interest Rates (the US Federal Funds Target Rate) 
rebased to 100 at the start of 1971, Sources: Yahoo! Finance (S&P 500) and Capital Economics (US Inflation and Interest 
Rates)
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Higher levels of risk may mean higher potential returns, but also higher levels of potential loss 
(see performance of S&P500 in chart above – this is an example of the risks, and potential 
returns, involved in equity investments). AAM will help you to understand your investor profile, 
which we use to find an appropriate balance between generating the required return and 
finding a level of risk that lets you sleep at night. 

The AAM Investment Team works with you and your AAM financial planner to provide ongoing 
advice and information as the economic environment and your circumstances change. AAM 
Advisory is committed to ensuring that you always feel connected to your money. Through our 
feedback and service standards, but also through making sure that all our financial planners 
have the knowledge and skills required to explain the rationale for all our recommendations.

MONTHLY SAVINGS

The famous investor Warren Buffett once said “It’s only when the tide goes out that 
you learn who’s been swimming naked”. It is only when an unexpected event occurs 
that we know how unprepared we were. 

Saving is setting money aside for expected future use. This could be a short-term goal 
like an emergency fund, or a long-term objective like retirement or paying for your 
child’s education. Saving is a good habit, but simply leaving your money in the bank 
may not earn you the returns you need to meet your financial goals.
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Investing involves risk but it also offers greater growth potential for your money. A 
regular savings programme may be a good way to start your personal investment 
journey. 

Understanding your needs, goals and options will help both you and your financial 
planner to determine the right blend of assets or investments to maximise your chance 
of achieving your goals.

LUMP SUM INVESTMENTS
In this environment of rising inflation and low bank returns, most people understand the risks of 
leaving their money in the bank. A recent study from JP Morgan* showed that here in Singapore 
the “Average Annual Real Deposit Rate” from 2008 to 2015 was -2.6%, meaning that each year 
over this period money in a bank account lost an average of 2.6% of its purchasing power. An 
amount of SGD 300,000 placed on deposit in 2008, would have fallen in purchasing power to 
the equivalent of just SGD 250,000 seven years later.

Due perhaps to past experience, poor advice or simply a lack of time to investigate options, 
many are under the impression that investing involves lots of risk, and is best left to the experts. 
Also some worry that they will feel ‘disconnected’ from their money, as it will be invested into 
areas that they don’t understand.

The good news is that both of these problems can be addressed by choosing the right financial 
planner. A well-qualified and experienced financial planner will have the skills to explain all of 
your options and recommend solutions that help you feel confident and comfortable.

*Source: JP Morgan Guide to the Markets 2015.
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Calculations by AAM Advisory.
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EXAMPLES OF AAM ADVISORY PORTFOLIOS

Here are some examples of how we allocate the AAM model portfolios.

Growth Portfolio
A growth portfolio has exposure to higher risk investments, but also contains defensive and 
alternative asset classes which diversify away some risk.

Equity: 74%
Cash: 2%
Bonds: 19%
Alternatives: 5%

Balanced Portfolio
A balanced portfolio is an intermediate risk and return portfolio.

Equity: 49%
Cash: 10%
Bonds: 33%
Alternatives: 8%

Cautious Portfolio
A cautious portfolio will have a lower proportion invested in growth and a significant 
amount allocated to low risk alternatives such as fixed interest/ bond investments and cash.

Equity: 23%
Cash: 16%
Bonds: 50%
Alternatives: 11%

Disclaimer: 
Figures used on this page are indicative and for general information only and may have been rounded up or down. 
All information on this page is correct at the time of print. Past performance mentioned on this page is not necessarily 
indicative of future performance. Any prediction, projection, or forecast on the economy, securities markets or the economic 
trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of the future performance. Nothing on this page should be taken as a 
recommendation or an offer to invest. Please do not use this information as a basis on which to make any investment related 
decision. 

A growth portfolio may be suitable for you if you:
• Have moderately high return expectations for your 

investments 
• Can tolerate market downturns and volatility for the 

possibility of achieving greater long-term gains 
• Are an experienced investor 
• Have 7 years or more before you will need to utilise 

the funds 

A balanced portfolio may be suitable for you if you:
• Have moderate return expectations for your 

investments 
• Want some current income return on your 

investments 
• Are willing and able to accept a moderate level of 

risk and return 
• Are looking for capital growth over the longer term, 

but are uncomfortable with the risk involved in 
investing fully into the equity markets. 

• Are concerned about inflation 

A cautious portfolio may be suitable for you if you:
• Need income to supplement your cash flow
• Are unwilling or unable to accept risk/ volatility 
•  Are a cautious investor 
•  Are more concerned about current income than 

outpacing inflation
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MORTGAGES
For some people, a home is their single greatest asset and for some, it could serve as an 
investment. Purchasing a property requires careful scrutiny of your financial standing. 
Choosing the right mortgage plan is equally important as this could make the difference in 
the long term.

BUYING PROPERTIES IN SINGAPORE

Properties in Singapore are sold either freehold or on leasehold tenure. A freehold title gives 
the owner perpetual ownership to the property. A leasehold title, usually with durations of 99 
or 999 years, gives the owner the title rights to the property for the leased duration. When the 
lease expires, the title and property is returned to the government.

Expatriates residing in Singapore are allowed to purchase apartments in condominiums. 
However, for landed properties such as terraced houses or bungalows, prior approval from 
Singapore Land Authority (www.sla.gov.sg) is required.

The most convenient and common way to purchase a property is to hire a property agent to 
manage the transaction. Once a property has been located, the next step is to shop for the 
right mortgage plan.

BUYING FOREIGN PROPERTIES

While you are in Singapore, you may also purchase properties in foreign countries. Local banks 
in Singapore, as well as foreign banks and financial institutions, offer overseas finance and 
mortgage plans to make your home purchase feasible.

MULTI-CURRENCY MORTGAGES

This is only suitable for financially sophisticated borrowers and holds many inherent risks. 
One of the main reasons for selecting a multi-currency mortgage is to take advantage of 
lower interest rates. This can currently be achieved by borrowing in currencies such as the 
Singapore Dollar.

Multi-currency mortgages also allow borrowers the flexibility to switch their mortgage 
between currencies. By switching between currencies, mortgages could potentially be 
reduced to the borrower’s advantage, but it is extremely important to note that adverse 
fluctuations in currencies would be to their disadvantage.

Extreme caution should be exercised and professional advice taken when considering 
such a scheme.
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TYPES OF MORTGAGE PLANS

Repayment Mortgage (Capital and Interest)
Every month, your payments to the lender go towards reducing the amount you owe as 
well as paying the interest they charge. Each month you are paying off a small part of 
your mortgage.

Advantage: It is a simple and clear approach as you can see your loan getting smaller with 
every repayment made.

Disadvantage: In the early years, your payments will be mainly made up of interest. If you 
decide to repay the mortgage or move house in the early years, you may find that the 
amount owed will not have been reduced by very much.

Interest-Only Mortgage
As the name suggests, your monthly payment only pays the interest charges on your loan. 
You are not actually reducing the loan itself. The loan is repaid by arranging some other way 
to repay the loan at the end of the term, for example, through an investment or savings plan.

Advantage: As you are only paying off the interest and not the loan itself, your monthly 
payments will be lower.

Disadvantage: The debt is not going to go away. Throughout the life of the mortgage, you 
will need to ensure your investment or savings plan is on track to repay your loan at the end 
of the term.
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Types of Interest Rate Options

Type How it works What it means

Variable 
Rate 
(Bank 
Rate)

Payments move up or 
down with the lender’s 
own mortgage rate, usually 
driven by the bank’s base 
rate.

• Option to leave your lender without any 
penalties or problems

• You have control
• Option to pay back extra amounts (& cut 

your interest costs) without a penalty
• Moves with interest rates, i.e. monthly 

payments will go up if interest rates go up
• Expensive compared to other plans
• Lender may not reduce or may delay 

reducing their variable rate even if the 
bank’s lending rate goes down

Discounted 
Interest 
Rate

Monthly payments can go 
up or down but you get a 
discount on the lender’s 
variable rate for a set period 
of time.

After which, you usually 
change over to the standard 
variable rate.

• Provides a gentler start to your mortgage 
when money may be tight

• Discount period is limited. You must 
be certain that you can afford higher 
payments after the discount period ends

• Penalties will be imposed for 
overpayments to clear off loans early 
during the discount period, and may even 
be applicable after the discount period

Fixed 
Interest 
Rate

Your payments are set at a 
certain level for an agreed 
period. At the end of that 
period, you usually switch to 
the standard variable rate.

• Payments will stay the same in that period 
even if interest rates go up or down

• Provides the security of knowing you 
can afford your payments – helps with 
budgeting

• Penalties will be imposed for 
overpayments

Capped 
Rate

Payments are variable and 
often linked to a base rate, 
but fixed not to go above a 
set level (the cap) during the 
period of the deal. At the 
end of the period, your plan 
will usually be switched to 
the standard variable rate.

• You are aware of the maximum payment 
sum for a set period of time

• Useful if you want the security of knowing 
that your payments can’t rise above the 
set level but still benefit if rates fall

• Penalties will be imposed for 
overpayments to clear off loans early 
during the discount period, and may 
even be applicable after the discount 
period
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Type How it works What it means

Collared 
Rate

Payments are variable but 
will not fall below a set level 
(the collar). May be used in 
conjunction with a capped 
rate.

• May be part of another interest-rate plan 
which otherwise appears attractive

• Note that if the rate payable is only just 
above the collar and you think rates will 
fall, you may not get the full benefit of a 
reduced payment

• Penalties are usually not imposed for 
overpayments unless used in conjunction 
with a capped rate

Buyer’s Stamp Duty (BSD)
BSD is tax paid on documents signed when you buy or acquire property located in Singapore.

Requirement to pay BSD
You are required to pay BSD for documents executed for the sale and purchase of property 
located in Singapore. BSD will be computed on the purchase price as stated in the document 
to be stamped or market value of the property (whichever is the higher amount).

BSD Rates and Computation
BSD is computed based on the purchase price or market value of the property whichever is 
higher.

Purchase Price or Market Value 
of the Property

BSD Rates for 
residential properties

BSD Rates for non-
residential properties

First $180,000 1% 1%

Next $180,000 2% 2%

Next $640,000 3%
3%

Remaining Amount 4%
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Additional Buyer’s Stamp Duty (ABSD)
Affected buyers are required to pay ABSD on top of the existing BSD.

Rates and Computation

Profile of Buyer BSD Rates ABSD Rates 
from 8 
December 
2011 to 11 
January 2013

ABSD Rates 
from 12 
January 2013

ABSD Rates 
on/after 6 July 
2018

Singapore Citizens 
(SC) buying first 
property

1% on first 
$180,000

2% on next 
$180,000

3% for the 
remainder

Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable

SC buying second 
residential property

Not Applicable 7% 12%

SC buying third 
and subsequent 
residential property

3% 10% 15%

Singapore 
Permanent Resident 
(SPR) buying first 
residential property

Not Applicable 5% 5%

SPR buying second 
and subsequent 
residential property

3% 10% 15%

Foreigners (FR) and 
entities buying any 
residential property

10% 15% 20%

Seller’s Stamp Duty (SSD) for Residential Property
SSD is payable on all residential properties and residential lands that are bought on or after 
20 February 2010 and sold within the holding period.

The Date of Sale or Disposal
The rates of SSD payable on residential property purchased on or after 20 February 2010 
and sold within a certain duration, are summarised in the table below:

Source: Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (www.iras.gov.sg)
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Date of Purchase or Date 
of Change of Zoning / Use

 Holding Period SSD Rate (on the actual 
price or market value, 
whichever is higher)

Between 20 Feb 2010 and 
29 Aug 2010 (all inclusive) 

Up to 1 year

 1% on first $180,000

 2% on next $180,000

 3% on remainder

More than 1 year  No SSD payable 

Between 30 Aug 2010 and 
13 Jan 2011 (all inclusive)   

Up to 1 year 

 1% on first $180,000

 2% on next $180,000

 3% on remainder

More than 1 year 
and up to 2 years

 0.67% on first $180,000

 1.33% on next $180,000

2% on remainder

More than 2 years 
and up to 3 years 

0.33% on first $180,000

 0.67% on next $180,000

 1% on remainder

More than 3 years No SSD payable 

Between 14 Jan 2011 and 10 
Mar 2017 (all inclusive)    

Up to 1 year  16%

More than 1 year 
and up to 2 years

 12%

More than 2 years 
and up to 3 years  

 8% 

More than 3 years 
and up to 4 years   

 4%

More than 4 years  No SSD payable

On and after 11 Mar 2017     

Up to 1 year 12%

More than 1 year 
and up to 2 years

8%

More than 2 years 
and up to 3 years

4%

More than 3 years No SSD payable

Notes:
1. Where land is sold with existing building, the liability of SSD will be based on the zoning of the land in the Master Plan.
2. For non-residential property that is re-zoned or the permitted use is changed to residential, the date of acquisition of 

the property will be the date of rezoning or the change of use.
3. SSD payable to be rounded down to the nearest dollar.

Source: Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (www.iras.gov.sg)
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AAM WEALTH SOLUTIONS
Wealth Solutions, the often forgotten component of financial planning, involves putting in 
place a structure which will allow you to achieve your objectives in a way that ensures compliant, 
non-contentious tax efficiency. 

While the AAM Investment Research Team, the best Fund Managers in the world and your 
AAM Financial Planner work together to build your wealth, Wealth Solutions is about helping 
you keep more of your money through a focus on both short and long term tax efficiency. 

It is important to take stock of your plans for key milestones in your life, such as moving to a 
new country, your children’s education, saving to buy a home and planning for retirement. AAM 
Wealth Solutions works with you to ensure that the creeping globalisation of taxation does not 
prevent you from achieving your goals. 

It is also important to ensure that, should the worst happen, your nearest and dearest (not tax 
authorities) are the ones who benefit most once you are gone. AAM Wealth Solutions will help 
you develop a Wealth Preservation Strategy which aims to put your wealth in the right hands at 
the right time and minimise the impact of estate taxes. 

Speak to an AAM Financial Planner or contact AAM Wealth Solutions to see how you can 
benefit from our comprehensive wealth planning services. 

AAM Wealth Solutions Services include:

• Multi-Jurisdictional Tax Planning
• Retirement Planning
• Estate and Succession Planning
• UK Pension Audit Service
• Australian Super Audit Service
• International Pension Review
• UK Tax Return Preparation and Submission*
• South African Tax and Financial Emigration Advice*
• Wills and Lasting Powers of Attorney*
• The AAM Wealth Solutions Seminar Series

Disclaimer: *We do not provide UK Tax Return Preparation & Submission, South African Tax and Financial Emigration Advice 
and Wills & Lasting Powers of Attorney service internally. We will liaise with trusted companies to provide this service for you. 
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TAXES IN SINGAPORE
Singapore has a well-regulated tax system in place and offers one of the lowest personal tax
rates and highest tax exemption limits amongst developed countries.

The Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) assesses, collects and enforces various taxes,
duties and levies.

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX (GST)

GST is levied on the domestic consumption of goods and services in Singapore by GST-
Registered businesses. GST is also applicable to the importation of goods into Singapore (GST 
is paid to Singapore Customs for imports). The current GST rate is 7%.

GST is imposed on almost all goods and services, including on the importation and local 
supply of investment precious metals, but not for instance on the sale and lease of residential 
properties.

Export of goods and international services are zero-rated. In some countries, GST is known as 
the Value Added Tax (VAT).

Note: If you are importing your used household items and personal belongings into Singapore within 6 months of your 
first arrival here, your items will be exempt from import GST. Multiple importations of liquor, tobacco products and motor 
vehicles are generally not allowed. 

The following conditions laid out by Singapore Customs must be met before GST relief can 
be granted:

• You are changing your place of residence to Singapore
• You are the owner of the articles and belongings imported
• The items and belongings have been in your possession and used for a period of 

at least 3 months
• The items and belongings are imported through air or sea freight
• You provide an undertaking not to dispose of the items and belongings within  

3 months from the date of importation
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INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

Singapore employs a territorial basis of income taxation. Tax is imposed on a preceding year 
basis and runs from January 1st to December 31st, this is known as the Year of Assessment. 
Income derived in the year 2019 will be taxable in the Year of Assessment 2020.

Individuals need to file their tax returns by the middle of April, the year after income is derived. 
You can sign up for the 12 month interest free GIRO installment plan to pay your taxes by 
installments. Otherwise, full payment has to be made within one month from the date of the 
income tax bill.

If an expatriate employee leaves Singapore or changes employment, all tax liabilities must be 
settled beforehand and employers are requested to withhold monies before tax clearance is 
granted.

Taxable Income
Taxable income includes all amounts in cash and kind. Types of income in cash and kind 
include:

• Income (salary, bonus, commission, share options granted whilst resident in 
Singapore, overseas adjustment, cost of living, housing, education, home leave 
allowances and tax reimbursement) from employment in Singapore

• Income from trade, business, professional or vocation carried out in Singapore
• Income from rent
• Income from interest received from deposits with non-approved banks or finance 

companies that are not licensed in Singapore
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TAX RATES

Residents are taxed at graduated rates ranging from 0% to 20% after the appropriate reliefs 
have been deducted for the Year of Assessment.

Resident Tax Rates (YA 2017 onwards)

Chargeable Income Income Tax Rate (%) Gross Tax Payable ($)

On the first 20,000 0 0

On the next 10,000 2 200

On the first 30,000 - 200

On the next 10,000 3.50 350

On the first 40,000 - 550

On the next 40,000 7 2,800

On the first 80,000 - 3,350

On the next 40,000 11.50 4,600

On the first 120,000 - 7,950

On the next 40,000 15 6,000

On the next 160,000 - 13,950

On the next 40,000 18 7,200

On the first 200,000 - 21,150

On the next 40,000 19 7,600

On the first 240,000 - 28,750

On the next 40,000 19.50 7,800

On the first 280,000 - 36,550

On the next 40,000 20 8,000

On the first 320,000 - 44,550

In excess of 320,000 22

Source: Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (www.iras.gov.sg)

Resident/Non-Resident Status
Residents and Non-Residents of Singapore are only taxed on income derived from or accrued 
in Singapore. They are exempt from paying tax on foreign income received in Singapore.

You are considered a Resident of Singapore if:

• You are physically present and employed in Singapore for 183 days or more in any 
tax year
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You are considered a Non-Resident of Singapore if:

• You are employed in Singapore for less than 183 days in any tax year

You are exempt from income tax if you are employed in Singapore for less than 60 days in any 
tax year.

Not Ordinarily Resident (NOR Scheme)
The NOR scheme was introduced to attract talent to relocate to Singapore by granting 
favourable tax treatments to qualifying individuals for a period of 5 years of assessment.

To be eligible for the NOR scheme, the following criteria must be met:

• The individual must not have been a Singapore tax resident in the 3 consecutive 
years of assessment before the year he/she first qualifies

• The individual must be a tax resident for the year of assessment in which he/ she 
wishes to qualify for the scheme

For full criteria on the NOR scheme, please refer to www.iras.gov.sg.

The last NOR status will run from YA2020 to YA2024 and applications would have to have 
been made by 15th April 2019. 

Employment income of non-residents (foreigners who have stayed or worked in Singapore 
for less than 183 days in the year before the YA), is taxed at a flat rate of 15% or resident 
rates (whichever gives rise to higher tax), on the gross amount without any deduction 
for personal relief. 20% tax is withheld on fees paid by a Singapore company to its non-
resident Directors’ remuneration.

TAX IMPLICATIONS OVERVIEW

Employment Period Resident Status Tax Implications

60 days or less Non-Resident

• Short-term employment income is exempt 
from tax.

• Directors’ fees and public entertainers do 
not fall into this category and will be liable 
for tax at a flat rate of 20%.

More than 60 days 
but less than 183 
days

Non-Resident

• All income earned in Singapore is taxed.
• Income is taxed at a flat rate of 15% or 

resident rates, whichever gives rise to higher 
tax.

• No personal reliefs will be given.

183 days or more Resident

• All income earned in Singapore is taxed.
• Your foreign-sourced income brought into 

Singapore on or after 1st Jan 2004 is tax 
exempt.

• Personal reliefs will be granted.
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DOUBLE TAXATION RELIEF

To-date, Singapore has concluded tax treaties with 86 countries to avoid double income 
taxation. Under some of these agreements, tax residents of other countries may be exempt 
from Singapore income tax.

Singapore Tax Treaty Partners

For more information please refer to Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (www.iras.gov.sg)

Albania 

Australia

Austria

Bahrain 

Bangladesh 

Barbados 

Belarus 

Belgium 

Brunei

Bulgaria

Cambodia

Canada

China 

Cyprus 

Czech Republic

Denmark

Ecuador

Egypt

Estonia

Ethiopia

Fiji

Finland

France

Georgia

Germany

Ghana

Guernsey

Hungary

India

Indonesia

Ireland

Isle of Man

Israel

Italy

Japan

Jersey

Kazakhstan

Korea, Republic of 

Kuwait

Laos

Latvia

Libya

Liechtenstein

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Malaysia

Malta

Mauritius

Mexico

Mongolia

Morocco

Myanmar

Netherlands 

New Zealand 

Nigeria

Norway

Oman

Pakistan

Panama

Papua New Guinea

Philippines

Poland

Portugal

Qatar

Romania

Russian Federation

Rwanda

San Marino

Saudi Arabia

Seychelles

Slovak Republic

Slovenia

South Africa

Spain

Sri Lanka

Sweden

Switzerland

Taiwan

Thailand

Turkey

Ukraine

United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom

Uruguay

Uzbekistan

Vietnam
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CORPORATE INCOME TAX

Resident companies incorporated or registered in or outside of Singapore are subjected 
to corporate tax. The residence status of a company is defined by the location where the 
control and management of its business is exercised. A resident company is liable for 
corporate tax on:

• Singapore-sourced income
• Foreign-sourced income remitted to Singapore

The prevailing corporate tax rate is 17% from 2010. 

Companies will continue to enjoy the partial tax exemption and tax exemption for new start-
up companies, as provided in the tables below.

YA 2010 to 2019

Partial Tax Exemption for Companies

Chargeable income % exempted from Tax Amount exempted from tax

First $10,000 @75% $7,500

Next $290,000 @50% $145,000

Total $300,000 $152,500

Tax Exemption Scheme for New Start-up Companies

Chargeable income % exempted from Tax Amount exempted from tax

First $100,000 @100% $100,000

Next $200,000 @50% $100,000

Total $300,000 $200,000

YA 2020 onwards

Partial Tax Exemption for Companies

Chargeable income % exempted from Tax Amount exempted from tax

First $10,000 @75% $7,500

Next $190,000 @50% $95,000

Total $200,000 $102,500

Tax Exemption Scheme for New Start-up Companies

Chargeable income % exempted from Tax Amount exempted from tax

First $100,000 @75% $75,000

Next $100,000 @50% $50,000

Total $200,000 $125,000
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TAX EXEMPTION SCHEME FOR NEW START-UP COMPANIES

The tax exemption scheme for new start-up companies was introduced in Year of Assessment 
(YA) 2005 to support entrepreneurship and help our local enterprises grow.

As other support for companies to build capabilities is being strengthened, it was announced 
in Budget 2018 that the tax exemption under the scheme will be revised. The changes will take 
effect from YA 2020 for all qualifying companies that claim the tax exemption under the scheme.

With the changes, qualifying companies will be given the following tax exemption for the first 
three consecutive YAs where the YA falls in:

YA 2020 onwards

• 75% exemption on the first $100,000 of normal chargeable income*; and
• A further 50% exemption on the next $100,000 of normal chargeable income*.

YA 2019 and before

• Full exemption on the first $100,000 of normal chargeable income*; and
• A further 50% exemption on the next $200,000 of normal chargeable income*.

*Normal chargeable income refers to income to be taxed at the prevailing corporate tax rate.

Companies Not Eligible for the Tax Exemption Scheme
As announced in Budget 2013, the tax exemption scheme does not apply to the following 
companies: 

A company whose principal activity is that of investment holding; and a company whose 
principal activity is that of developing properties for sale, for investment, or for both investment 
and sale. 

Investment holding companies derive only passive incomes such as dividend and interest 
income, while the real estate industry typically incorporates a new company for each new 
property development. The start-up tax exemption for encouraging entrepreneurship is not 
intended for such companies. These companies will be given partial tax exemption.

Qualifying Conditions
With effect from Year of Assessment (YA) 2010: 

If your company is not excluded from the Tax Exemption scheme, it can enjoy the tax exemption 
if it meets the following qualifying conditions:

1. Incorporated in Singapore (including a company limited guarantee*)
2. A tax resident** in Singapore for that YA; and
3. Has no more than 20 shareholders throughout the basis period for that YA where: 

All of the shareholders are individuals beneficially and directly holding the shares in their own 
names or at least one shareholder is an individual beneficially and directly holding at least 
10% of the issued ordinary shares of the company.
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* Companies limited by guarantee must have members where: 
All of whom are individuals throughout the basis period for that YA or 
At least one of whom is an individual throughout the basis period for that YA, and the contribution of that individual under 
the memorandum of association of the company to the assets of the company in the event of it being wound up, amounts 
to at least 10% of the total contributions of the members of the company throughout the basis period for that YA.

** A company is resident in Singapore if the control and management of its business is exercised in Singapore.

One-Tier System
Singapore currently adopts a one-tier corporate tax system. Under the one-tier corporate tax 
system, tax paid by a company on its chargeable income is the final tax. All dividends paid 
by a company are exempt from tax in the hands of the shareholders.

Double Tax Relief System
Singapore has signed or is working on tax treaties with other countries to help Singapore 
resident companies avoid paying taxes twice on the same income.

PROPERTY TAX

Property Tax is tax imposed on immovable properties like land and buildings. It is paid in 
advance annually by January 31st and is computed based on a percentage (tax rate) of the 
annual value of the property.

Annual value is the estimated annual rent a property can fetch if it were leased out. IRAS 
takes into consideration the rental rates, size and condition of similar properties in the area 
to determine annual value. Annual value is determined in the same manner regardless of 
whether the property is let, owner-occupied or vacant.

The Singapore Government announced the introduction of progressive tax rates for all 
residential properties from 1st January 2014 and 1st January 2015. Other properties (such as 
residential land, commercial and industrial buildings) will continue to be taxed at the Non-
Residential Tax rate of 10%.

Owner-Occupier Tax Rates (Residential Properties)
Owner-occupied residential properties may be condominiums, HDB flats or other residential 
properties where the owner lives in (“occupies”) the property. Owner-occupied residential 
properties enjoy owner-occupier tax rates.

Owner-Occupier Tax Rates

Annual Value ($) Effective 1st January 2015 Property Tax Payable

First $8,000 0% $0

Next $47,000 4% $1,880

First $55,000 - $1,880

Next $15,000 6% $900

First $70,000 - $2,780

Next $15,000 8% $1,200

First $85,000 - $3,980
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Owner-Occupier Tax Rates

Next $15,000 10% $1,500

First 100,000 - $5,480

Next $15,000 12% $1,800

First $130,000 - $9,380

Above $130,000 16%

Residential Tax Rates (Non-Owner Occupied Residential Properties)
Non-owner occupied residential properties may be condominiums, HDB flats or other 
residential properties. The owner does not live in (“occupy”) the property and, therefore, 
owner-occupier tax rates do not apply.

The following tax rates apply to non-owner occupied properties except for those in the 
exclusion list.

Residential Tax Rates

Annual Value ($) Effective 1st January 2015 Property Tax Payable

First $30,000 10% $3,000

Next $15,000 12% $1,800

First $45,000 - $4,800

Next $15,000 14% $2,100

First $60,000 - $6,900

Next $15,000 16% $2,400

First $75,000 - $9,300

Next $15,000 18% $2,700

First $90,000 - $12,000

Above $90,000 20%

Residential properties on the exclusion list will continue to be taxed at 10%.

Source: Inland Revenue of Authority of Singapore (www.iras.gov.sg)

INHERITANCE TAX / ESTATE DUTY
For Expatriates in Singapore, it is your country of domicile (usually the country of your father) 
where any likely inheritance or estate duty will be paid by your estate. As part of our estate 
planning service, AAM Advisory can put you in touch with Singapore-based international 
accountants who can provide specialised tax advice.

Effective 15th February 2008, the Singapore Government has abolished Estate Duty for deaths 
occurring on and after the effective date. The removal of death tax now makes Singapore an 
attractive place for wealth to be built up.

Source: Inland Revenue of Authority of Singapore (www.iras.gov.sg)
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TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME & CAPITAL GAINS
Investment income derived in Singapore is exempt from income tax. Investment income 
includes:

• Interest from debt securities
• Annuities
• Discount from debt securities with a 

tenure of a year or less

• Distributions from unit trusts
• Real estate investment trusts
• Income from any life insurance 

polices

This exemption however, excludes investment income derived through partnerships in 
Singapore and financial instruments held as trading assets.

There is no capital gains tax at the individual and corporate levels in Singapore. The absence 
of capital gains tax for companies that make Singapore their holding location, means that they 
can benefit from repatriating capital gains back to their home countries tax-free.

When Is It Taxable?
When a person is deemed to be trading in properties, the gains from the sale property in 
Singapore is considered taxable income. Whether a person is deemed to be carrying on a 
trade will depend on individual circumstances.

Some criteria used to assess if you are trading in properties are as follows:
• Frequency of transaction (buying and selling of properties)
• Reasons for acquiring and selling of property
• Financial means to hold the property for long term
• Holding period

Gains from Sales of Shares & Financial Instruments
Generally, profits or losses derived from buying and selling of shares or other financial 
instruments are viewed as personal investments.

These profits are capital gains and are not taxable. You need not report such gains in your tax 
return.

Source: Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (www.iras.gov.sg)

Disclaimer:
The above tax related information should not be construed as tax advice. Please do not act on the above information and 
obtain legal advice from a lawyer or professional tax consultant.
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EXPATRIATION TAX ISSUES

Are you really an Expatriate? – Home Country Tax issues
All too often we meet clients who believe they have fully Expatriated, and have no tax 
obligations in their home country, only to find that they have missed an essential step in the 
process thus leaving themselves open to unexpected tax bills, interest, penalties and fines!

It is important to check your status with an expert as soon as possible after you leave your home 
country, to ensure that this doesn’t happen to you.

Are you still Liable to Taxation in your Home Country?
If you have capital gains or income, such as Rental Income, Interest, Dividends etc., in your 
home country you may well be due to file tax returns and pay tax to your home country. 

Another issue to be aware of is the danger of becoming accidentally Tax Resident – do you 
understand the rules and what you can and can’t do to stay non-resident for tax purposes?

Finally, don’t forget that physically leaving your home country may not mean you are non-
resident for tax purposes, as some countries tax their citizens wherever they go e.g. the United 
States.

To confirm what your situation actually is, it is important to take suitable advice.

Can you still Contribute to your Home Country Savings or Retirement Plans?
In many countries there are complex rules covering who can contribute to a pension or local 
savings plan (tax privileged or otherwise). There are often penalties for continuing to contribute 
to a plan when not eligible and these penalties can often outweigh the benefits received in the 
first place.

Many expats do not contribute to plans where they could, thus losing benefits, and many 
continue to contribute when they shouldn’t, incurring penalties.

You should seek advice regarding these plans to ensure that you make the most of the options 
open to you.
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RETIREMENT PLANNING
It is never too early to start planning for retirement. However you plan to live in your golden 
years - travelling around the world, starting a new business or taking up a new sport, it is crucial 
that you map out a plan for a comfortable retirement now. 

One of the more common ways is to put aside a certain percentage of your income into a 
savings/investment plan. The larger the percentage set aside, the greater the options available 
to you at retirement. For Citizens and Singapore Permanent Residents, the Central Provident 
Fund provides one aspect of savings for retirement. 

The Central Provident Fund (CPF) offers a comprehensive range of schemes and services. The 
CPF Investment Scheme (CPFIS) gives you the opportunity to invest your CPF savings in a wide 
range of investments to enhance your retirement nest egg. 

Investment objectives and goals differ from person to person. The CPFIS reflects this by making 
different types of investments available to CPF members. Under the CPFIS, you can invest your 
CPF savings in shares and loan stocks, unit trusts, government bonds, statutory board bonds, 
bank deposits, fund management accounts, endowment insurance policies, investment-linked 
insurance policies (ILPs), exchange traded funds (ETFs) and gold. 

This applies to all CPF members who:

• are at least 18 years old;
• are not undischarged bankrupts; and
• have more than $20,000 in their Ordinary Account (for investment under CPFIS-OA) 

and/or more than $40,000 in their Special Account (for investment under CPFIS-SA)

See https://www.cpf.gov.sg/Members/Schemes/schemes/optimising-my-cpf/cpf-investment-schemes

OVERSEAS PENSIONS

Planning for your retirement as an Expatriate requires significant thought. This is especially true 
for expats who have worked and built up pension savings in several countries.

In recent years, more expats have realised that they must review their retirement plans to make 
sure that they are able to retire when they want and with sufficient income to achieve their 
objectives. Today fewer of us are fortunate enough to be in the position where employers, or 
the state, will provide the income we need in our ‘golden’ years. 

It is true that expats generally will earn more than their local counterparts, however international 
mobility makes planning for retirement more difficult as an expat. You may accumulate many 
small funds, in various countries, which do not add up to what could be achieved from a more 
consistent planning approach. 
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SO, WHAT DO YOU NEED TO CONSIDER FOR YOUR 
RETIREMENT?

It used to be the case that an employer’s pension scheme would provide the majority of your 
income in retirement. State pensions would come next, with private provision topping up your 
retirement nest egg. This is largely no longer the case and, in an increasingly complex and 
competitive world, expert pensions advice is key to securing your future.

An extra issue you face, is that you may not be able to predict where you will retire as this is very 
much dependent upon your situation at that time. As there are so many unknown factors that 
can influence where you will retire, the lack of flexibility within local, domestic, retirement plans 
can make them seem like an unattractive proposition.

RETIREMENT PLANNING ISSUES FOR EXPATS

Currently, in many pension schemes, you may not gain access to the funds or move the money 
before reaching retirement age. For others there may be the option to consolidate your 
pensions to maximize the returns you will enjoy in retirement.

The decision to do this is complex and needs the support of an expert team, qualified and 
experienced in international pensions to ensure:

• you do not lose out as a result of your decision
• any new solution will be tax efficient, both now and in retirement
• any new solution is flexible enough to adapt as your plans change 
• you understand if you will have enough income in retirement and the options to 

bridge the gap if not
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ESTATE PLANNING
Family means everything to you – protecting and providing for your dependants after you are 
gone requires timely and proper estate planning. A Will is a cornerstone and key step to an 
estate plan or financial plan.

Wills
A Will is a written document stating how your assets and money (the estate) are to be distributed 
when you pass on. The person making the Will is known as the Testator and those who inherit 
under the Will are called Beneficiaries. The Executor, nominated by the Testator, administers 
and distributes the estate upon death of the Testator. A Will can be drawn up as soon as you 
reach a legal age, and can be changed at any time. 

If you are an expatriate, you are likely to have assets in at least your home country and your 
new location. You may also have to consider different jurisdictions if your partner was born in a 
country other than your own. These circumstances require Wills that are valid and effective in 
all the countries that you are concerned with. 

Living overseas also means that you normally leave behind the immediate support of your 
wider family. This can have real consequences for your survivors, particularly for your children 
who might be suddenly orphaned in a foreign country without anyone named to care for them 
from day one. 

If you do not have a legal guardian in place (as named in your Will), then your children will 
remain in Singapore under social care until a court has granted Legal Guardianship to a 
member of one of the parent’s families, which can be long drawn out process (See Temporary 
Guardianship for Expats section). 

A Will should be revised and updated to reflect big changes in your personal circumstances. 
It should be tailored to your current family and financial situation. Some of these changes may 
include:

    

Married
Couple

Birth of
Children

InheritanceDivorce
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Benefits of writing a Will:

• To minimise stress at a difficult time
• To ensure the rightful allocation of estate
• To expedite the legal process
• To prevent or reduce family dispute

In the event of death without a Will (Intestate), your estate will be distributed in accordance with 
the intestacy laws of your home country and possibly other jurisdictions. These might produce 
quite different outcomes to the provision you would choose to make. 

Sorting out your affairs without a Will might also add to the pressures on your survivors at 
a particularly stressful time. Your assets will be distributed in accordance with the Intestate 
Succession Act and the law according to your domicile status. 

While often neglected by many, Wills ensure your assets are preserved and distributed 
according to your wishes. Wills also take away the confusion at such stressful times and may 
expedite the legal process in settling the estate.

Lasting Power of Attorney 
A Lasting Power of Attorney is a legal document created by one person who authorises another 
person to act on his/her behalf. In the context of Singapore, the creator of the document is 
known as the Donor and the person being entrusted to act is called the Donee. 

A Lasting Power of Attorney is a crucial document when a crisis situation occurs after an 
accident or illness. When the donor is incapacitated to sign legal documents, the Donee has 
decision-making powers over the Donor’s property and financial affairs.

Trusts, Estate Tax and Succession Planning for Expats
As an expat it is likely that you will build a portfolio of assets in several countries around the 
world, from properties to shareholdings and other investments. As you build your wealth, the 
impact of multi-jurisdictional tax issues can often make things very difficult and uncertain for 
your beneficiaries should you die. 

Another tax complication faced by more and more expats is being married to someone of 
a different nationality. Competing laws, which are often contradictory, can prevent you from 
passing your wealth to your spouse tax free, both after death and during your lifetime! 

Expert advice in this area is essential as the correct plans, wills and structures need to be put in 
place before you die. There are many ways of addressing these issues including the effective 
use of Trusts. 

Trusts can often be an important tool in estate planning, helping to protect your assets and 
pass them on to another generation in line with your wishes. 
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Trusts are agreements made by a Settlor to transfer money and assets into a separate legal 
structure. Trustees are appointed to hold the title to those assets for the Beneficiaries named 
in the Trust Deed.

A Settlor may enter into a Trust arrangement to gain one or more of the following benefits:

• Protection of those assets from business and other creditors
• Removing assets from the estate of the Settlor to minimise death duties and other 

taxes
• Simplifying the administration of the estate of the Settlor, as the trust assets would 

not pass through the probate procedure and the Beneficiaries will have swifter 
access to those assets

• Assist those with mentally disabled family members to provide for their future 
financial protection throughout the latter’s lifetime

• Enable nationals from countries that place restrictions on the transfer of assets on 
death to make flexible provisions for their dependants during their lifetime

It is important that Settlors receive professional advice before they commit to a Trust structure. 
AAM Wealth Solutions can assist with this and will refer clients to a specialist tax adviser where 
appropriate.

Other Potential Benefits of a Trust:

• Confidentiality

• Avoiding forced heirship

• Protecting the weak

• Preserving family assets

• Continuing a family business

• Gaining flexibility with your assets

As part of a sound financial plan, trusts may provide effective legal structures that may ensure 
your assets and estate are managed the way you would like.

Temporary Guardianship for Expats 
As an expatriate, it is likely that your nominated legal guardians for your children, named in your 
Wills, do not live in Singapore. If your children are suddenly orphaned, a delay will occur until 
the legal guardians arrive in the country and are able to take up their responsibility.

The Singapore authorities have a duty to take children into social care from day one, if something 
happens to both parents and they will remain there until a legal guardian is approved. It is not 
normal practice to leave the children with the carer.

It is possible to put in place a Temporary Guardianship to ensure that your children can remain 
in the care of someone they know and trust until the legal guardian can take over. Close 
neighbours’ and friends can usually be nominated by way of a simple signed authority. A copy 
of which should be left with the nominated temporary guardian.

Disclaimer: 
The concept of Trusts and Wills covered here is intended to provide general information only and does not attempt to 
give advice that relates to your specific circumstances. AAM Advisory recommends you seek appropriate advice.
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GLOSSARY
Alpha Alpha is a measure of the additional return generated by a fund manager without taking on more 
risk. Another definition would be the value a fund manager adds.

Annual Management Fee Annual fee charged by the fund manager and reflected in the Net Asset Value 
(NAV) of the fund.

Annuities Investment instruments that provide regular payments usually for the purpose of providing 
retirement income.

Asset An asset is any item of economic value that can produce future economic benefit.

Asset Allocation The distribution of a portfolio across different asset classes (equities, bonds, property, 
cash, etc), in order to try to improve the stability of returns and bring the portfolio in line with an investor’s 
risk/return expectations.

Benchmark Something to compare performance against. Funds that outperform their benchmark are 
considered to be doing well.

Beta The sensitivity of a security, fund or portfolio to the market it operates in. i.e. if a North American 
stock moved by 20% more (up or down) compared to the S&P500 index it would have a beta of 1.2.

Bid Price The price at which you sell an investment.

Bonds Fixed interest securities issued by governments or corporations guaranteeing repayment at 
maturity date subject to the issuer’s credit-worthiness.

Buy and Hold Strategy Assets are purchased and held for a long period of time regardless of market 
fluctuations.

Capital Gain Occurs when the value of an investment exceeds its initial purchase price.

Commodity A physical substance traded on a commodity market. Examples of hard commodities include 
platinum, copper and oil, whereas soft commodities include grain, cotton and rubber.

Compounding The process of interest being earned on both principal and earned interest.

Correlation A statistical measure of how two securities move in relation to each other.

Derivative An investment instrument whose value is derived from another physical asset, such as 
commodities, stocks and bonds, domestic and foreign indices, interest rates as well as exchange rates.

Diversification Involves the spreading of investments over a variety of asset classes and securities to 
manage risk.

Dividend Distribution of profits to shareholders from a company’s after-tax earnings.

Dollar Cost Averaging A regular monthly investment into a fund over a period of time to purchase more 
units when the price is low and less when it is high thereby averaging out the overall price would be an 
example of this.

Equity Securities that represent an ownership interest in a company.

Futures An obligation to buy or sell a specific quantity of something at a given price at a future date.

Growth Assets Term used to describe assets that are expected to provide strong investment returns over 
the long term, but may carry additional risks.
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Hedge An act to reduce the risk of loss on an investment by buying or selling another security or financial 
instrument.

Hedge Fund A managed portfolio that has targeted a specific return goal regardless of market 
conditions. Hedge funds employ a wide variety of investing strategies to achieve this goal. These 
strategies vary greatly and have different levels of risk and reward.

Income Regular payments from an investment derived from interest on cash or bonds, dividends from 
shares or rent from properties.

Leverage The use of financial instruments to increase the risk and potential return of an investment.

Liquidate The selling or conversion of an investment into cash.

Money Market Market where short-term securities with maturity of one year or less are traded.

Moving Average The average of security or commodity prices calculated for any time series. Applicable 
to stock prices and returns, Moving Averages are used to smooth out short-term fluctuations.

Net Asset Value (NAV) The actual value of a fund measured by dividing the total value of the fund over 
the total number of units in circulation. A NAV computation is usually calculated at the end of each trading 
day.

Offer Price This is the price you buy an investment at.

Portfolio A collection of investments owned by an individual or organisation.

Return The amount of money gained once an investment is sold.

Risk The uncertainty of receiving the expected return.

Risk-free Rate of Return A mathematical tool used to assess relative investment performance. Often 
taken as the interest rate payable on government bonds.

Rule of 72 An approximate guideline to determine the time required for an investment to double in 
value. This is calculated by dividing 72 by the rate of return.

Security An asset such as shares or bonds traded on a financial market.

Shares Ownership in part of a company, also known as equity.

Sharpe Ratio Measures the ratio of return to volatility. Most useful in comparing two funds in terms of risk-
adjusted return. The higher the ratio, the better the fund’s historical risk-adjusted performance.

Standard Deviation A proxy for risk in finance, this usually refers to how variable are the returns produced 
by an asset. The more variable the returns the higher the risk. i.e. a security with a high standard deviation 
is more likely to produce an unexpected return (a figure which is a long way from the expected return).

Unit Trust An investment where a number of individuals pool their money together and a team of 
professionals manage the fund on their behalf.

Volatility In finance this is a measure of risk, usually calculated as Standard Deviation.

Yield The annual rate of return on an investment expressed as a percentage.
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EMPLOYMENT & IMMIGRATION
Ranked among the international community as one of the best places to live, work and play 
in Asia, Singapore attracts a pool of diverse talent earning it the reputation of a cosmopolitan 
country.

The Ministry of Manpower (MOM) seeks to achieve a globally competitive workforce and 
handles all work-related matters, whilst the Immigration and Checkpoints Authority (ICA) 
administers immigration and citizenship laws.

EMPLOYMENT PASS CATEGORIES

Foreign professionals who intend to work in Singapore will require an Employment Pass (EP) 
prior to commencing employment. Applicants must be sponsored by a Singapore-registered 
Company for the EP to be processed. 

Applications can be made online via the Ministry of Manpower website (www.mom.gov.sg) or 
manually with forms downloadable from the same website.

Types of Pass

Employment Passes are applicable to foreigners with University degree, professional 
qualifications or specialist skills seeking managerial, executive or specialized job roles.

Passes are applicable to young graduates from good institutions earning at least $3,600, older 
applicants would have to command higher salaries to qualify for the pass.

Validity of Pass
The Employment Pass is valid for up to 2 years for first time applicants. Renewal applications 
are valid for up to 3 years. 
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Dependant’s Pass & Long Term Visit Pass
Passes for Family of Employment Pass Holders 
Successful applicants, who hold an Employment Pass (EP) or S Pass and earn a fixed monthly 
salary of $6,000, can bring their family members to Singapore if they meet the eligibility 
requirements.

The family members they can bring in and the type of passes they require are as follows:

Pass Type Family Member

Dependant’s Pass
Legally married spouse

Unmarried children under 21 years of age, including those legally 
adopted.

Long Term Visit Pass

Common-law spouse

Unmarried handicapped children above 21 years of age

Unmarried step-children under 21 years of age

Parents – Only for EP Holders earning a minimum fixed monthly 
salary of $12,000. 

For each family member’s application, the employer is required to submit a separate application. 

Applications can be submitted together with the EP application or separately to MOM via 
MOM’s website. 

Both Dependant and Long Term Visit Passes’ validity period are tied to that of the EP or S Pass 
holder’s pass. 

Employment in Singapore
Dependants of EP holders, EntrePass or Personalised Employment Pass (PEP) holder can 
obtain a Letter of Consent (LOC) to work in Singapore, if they have a job opportunity here. 

Dependants of S Pass holders are required to apply for a Work Permit, S Pass or EP instead. 
They are required to meet the eligibility criteria for these passes.

Note
1. Dependant’s Pass holders who get an EP or S Pass are required to cancel their existing Dependant’s Pass. 
2. For Dependants of S Pass holder who obtain a Work Permit, their permit’s validity period will be tied to that of the  

S Pass holder’s pass. 

Source: Ministry of Manpower (www.mom.gov.sg)
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Personalised Employment Pass (PEP)
PEP caters for high-earning Employment Pass (EP) holders or overseas foreign professionals. 
PEP holders have greater job flexibility compared to other work passes, however, they are 
required to fulfill certain requirements to apply for the pass.

Eligibility Criteria for PEP: 
Foreigners who wish to work in Singapore, can apply for the PEP if they are: 

• An existing EP holder, who earns a minimum fixed monthly salary of $12,000
• An overseas foreign professional, whose last drawn fixed monthly salary overseas 

was at least $18,000
• The last drawn salary should have been within 6 months before PEP application

However, the following groups of foreigners are not eligible for the PEP application if he/she is:

• An existing EP holder under the Sponsorship scheme, where their direct employers 
are overseas companies that do not have a Singapore-registered office / business 
entity

• A freelancer who intends to work on a freelance basis, without any direct employers 
in Singapore

• A sole proprietor, partner or director and shareholder in an ACRA-registered 
business entity

• A journalist, editor, sub-editor or producer

Note: The PEP holder is not allowed to start his/her own business or engage in any form 
of entrepreneurial activities during the validity period of their PEP. If they intend to do so, 
the holder should apply for an EntrePass instead.

The benefits of the PEP are:

• The holder can hold a job in any sector
• They do not need to re-apply for a new pass, if there is a change of employment, 

they can just notify MOM
• They can stay in Singapore for a continuous period of up to six (6) months without a 

job, to search for new employment
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PEP holders can bring in their family members on these passes:

Pass Type Family Member

Dependant’s Pass
Legally married spouse

Unmarried children under 21 years of age, including those legally 
adopted.

Long Term Visit Pass

Common-law spouse

Unmarried handicapped children above 21 years of age

Unmarried step-children under 21 years of age

Parents

In order to maintain the PEP, the holder must:

• Not be unemployed in Singapore for more than six (6) months at any time, 
otherwise, they will need to cancel the pass

• Earn a minimum fixed annual salary of $144,000, regardless of the number of 
months they are in employment

• Notify MOM when they change their employment, change of personal details,  
and they must make declaration of their annual fixed salary by 31 January every year

Source: Ministry of Manpower (www.mom.gov.sg) 

Note:
If the PEP is expiring, you will need to get an Employment Pass or S Pass to continue working in Singapore. You do not have 
to cancel the existing PEP for your employer to apply for the new pass.

PERMANENT RESIDENCY

Expatriate employees may choose to reside in Singapore more permanently by applying for the 
Singapore Permanent Resident (SPR) status. Applications are made through the Immigration 
and Checkpoints Authority (ICA) and require 4 - 6 months’ processing time. Some applications 
may take longer to process.

The following groups of non-Singaporeans are eligible to apply:

• Spouse of a Singapore Citizen (SC) or Singapore permanent resident (PR)
• Unmarried children under 21 years of age born within the context of a legal 

marriage to or have been legally adopted by a Singaporean Citizen (SC) or 
Singaporean Permanent Resident (PR). 

• Aged parents of SC’s 
• Employment Pass or S Pass Holders 
• Student studying in Singapore
• Foreign Investor in Singapore
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Contributing to the Central Provident Fund (CPF)
Singapore Permanent Residents are required to participate in contributing to CPF. Your CPF 
may be withdrawn in full, should you decide to return to your home country with no intention 
of returning to Singapore for residence or employment. Withdrawal may be applied for online 
via the Central Provident Fund website (https://www.cpf.gov.sg/members).

National Service (NS)
Male children who are granted Permanent Resident status under their parents’ sponsorship will 
be required to register for National Service when they reach the age of 16 ½ years old. They will 
have to serve the country full-time for 2 years once they turn 18 years of age and carry out up to 
40 days of operationally ready National Service every year until they are aged between 40 to 50.

GLOBAL INVESTOR PROGRAMME (GIP)

The GIP was introduced by the Singapore Economic Development Board (EDB) to attract 
foreign investors with substantial capital and good entrepreneurial track records to collaborate 
with local businesses. 

By investing a certain minimum sum in business set-ups, private residential properties and 
Singapore-incorporated venture capital funds, foundations or trusts, foreign investors can 
apply for Permanent Residence status for themselves or their immediate family (spouse and 
unmarried children under the age of 21) with greater ease.

STARTING UP A BUSINESS

An individual planning to start a business or company must register with the Accounting and 
Corporate Regulatory Authority (ACRA). Applications must be made online at www.bizfile.gov.
sg. A valid SingPass is required.

A company usually has the words “Pte Ltd” or “Ltd” as part of its name. It has a legal personality, 
meaning it has the right to own properties, can sue or be sued. Any Singapore Citizen, 
Singapore Permanent Resident or Employment Pass holder over the age of 21 years can 
incorporate a company. A non-Singaporean can also start a business in Singapore under the 
EntrePass scheme.

Foreign businesses that wish to set up a representative office in Singapore may approach these 
government agencies:

• Banking, Finance and Insurance - Monetary Authority of Singapore
• Legal - Legal Services Regulatory Authority
• All other industries - Enterprise Singapore

SMEPortal.sg provides a useful summary.

CENTRAL PROVIDENT FUND
The Central Provident Fund (CPF) is a compulsory social security savings plan to provide for 
Singapore Citizens and Permanent Residents in their old age. Both employees and employers 
contribute a percentage of the monthly income to this savings plan. 
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Since its inception, CPF has developed to incorporate healthcare, home-ownership, family 
protection and asset management to meet the needs of families today. The maximum amount 
of CPF payable is based on a monthly salary ceiling for ordinary wages of $6,000 from 1st 
January 2016 onwards. CPF is split into 3 different accounts, each serving a different purpose.

Ordinary Account
This account can be withdrawn to purchase a home, pay for CPF Insurance, CPF-approved 
investments as well as payment towards a full-time undergraduate or diploma education at 
an approved institution. Both the students’ and parents’ CPF accounts may be used towards 
payment of tuition fees. 

Special Account
Money set aside in this account is for old age and contingency purposes. It may also be used to 
purchase retirement-related financial products and CPF-approved investments.

Medisave Account
Funds in this account are kept aside to meet personal or immediate family’s hospitalisation 
expenses and approved medical insurance.

Once an employee commences employment, both the employee and employer will begin 
making CPF contributions. In the case of a Permanent Resident, contribution rates will only 
need to be paid once the Permanent Resident status is acquired. The contribution rates for 
Permanent Residents are graduated and only reach on par with Singaporeans in the 3rd year.

CPF Investment Scheme (CPFIS)
The first $60,000 of your combined CPF accounts earns an extra 1% interest. To enable members 
to earn extra interest, only monies in excess of $20,000 in your Ordinary Account and $40,000 in 
your Special Account can be invested.

However, you can continue to service your regular premium insurance policies (but NOT 
recurring single premium insurance policies or regular savings plans for unit trusts) and agent 
bank fees even if your Ordinary Account balance falls below $20,000.

You can only use your Ordinary Account (OA) savings for investments under CPFIS-OA, and 
your Special Account (SA) savings for investments under CPFIS-SA. The instruments available 
for investments under CPFIS-OA and CPFIS-SA are different. You may not combine savings 
from your OA and SA to buy a product. 

However, you can transfer funds from your OA to your SA to invest under CPFIS-SA. Such 
transfers are irreversible. The total savings in the SA, including the amount withdrawn under 
CPFIS-SA cannot exceed the current Full Retirement Sum after the transfer.

Retirement Sum 
Once you turn 55 years of age, a Retirement Account (RA) is created. Savings from your Special 
Account and Ordinary Account, up to the Full Retirement Sum (FRS), will be transferred to 
your RA to form your retirement sum. If you do not have the FRS, you can choose to set aside 
the Basic Retirement Sum with sufficient property charge/pledge. After age 55, any refund of 
CPF withdrawn for housing will also be used to increase your retirement sum up to the Full 
Retirement Sum.
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After setting aside either the Full Retirement Sum or Basic Retirement Sum with sufficient 
property charge/pledge, you can choose to withdraw the remaining cash balances in your 
Ordinary and Special Accounts.

The following Full Retirement Sum applies to members who turned 55 from 1 July 2017 to 2020:

55th birthday on or after Full Retirement Sum

1 January 2017 $166,000

1 January 2018 $171,000

1 January 2019 $176,000

1 January 2020 $181,000

Source: Central Provident Fund (www.cpf.gov.sg)

Rate of Contribution for Singapore Permanent Resident Employees

From 1st January 2016

Employee 
Age (Years)

1st year of 
Contribution

2nd year of 
Contribution

3rd year of 
Contribution

Employee Employer Employee Employer Employee Employer

55 & below 5% 4% 15% 9% 20% 17%

Above 55 
to 60

5% 4% 12.5% 6% 13% 13%

Above 60 
to 65

5% 3.5% 7.5% 3.5% 7.5% 9%

Above 65 
years

5% 3.5% 5% 3.5% 5% 7.5%

Source: Central Provident Fund (www.cpf.gov.sg)

Rate of Contribution for Singapore Citizen Employees

Ordinary Wages
Ordinary wages are wages due or granted wholly and exclusively in respect of an employee’s 
employment in that month and payable before the due date for payment of CPF contributions 
for that month. This includes allowances (e.g. food allowance or overtime pay).
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From 1st January 2016 
Contribution Rate (for monthly wages exceeding $750)

Employee Age 
(Years)

Employer Employee Total Contribution

55 & below 17% 20% 37%

Above 55 to 60 13% 13% 26%

Above 60 to 65 9% 7.5% 16.5%

Above 65 years 7.5% 5% 12.5%

The table above is relevant for Private Sector Employees, Non-Pensionable Employees 
(Statutory Bodies & Aided Schools) and Non-Pensionable Employees (Ministries). It’s also 
relevant for Singapore Citizens, SPR in the 3rd year and onwards of obtaining SPR status, SPR 
in the 1st and 2nd year of obtaining SPR status but who has jointly applied with the employer to 
contribute at full employer and employee rates.

ADDITIONAL WAGES (AW)
Additional wage examples are the annual bonus, leave pay, incentive and other payments made 
at intervals of more than a month. The AW Ceiling sets the maximum amount of additional 
wage on which CPF contributions are payable.

From 1st January 2016 
Contribution Rate (for monthly wages exceeding $750)

No. Scenarios Additional Wage Ceiling

1
Employee whose last day of 
employment is before 1st January 2011.

$76,500 less Total Ordinary Wage 
subject to CPF for each year

2

Employee whose last day of 
employment falls within the period from 
1st January 2011 to 31st December 
2011; 
or 
Employee whose is still in employment 
on 31st December 2011

$79,333 less Total Ordinary Wage 
subject to CPF for 2011

3
Employee whose last day of 
employment falls within 1st January 2012 
to 31st December 2015

$85,000 less Total Ordinary Wage 
subject to CPF for each year

4
Employee whose last day of 
employment from 1st January 2016 
onwards

$102,000 less Total Ordinary Wage 
subject to CPF for the year

1. Equivalent to 17 months x $4,500.
2. Equivalent to (4/12 x 17 months x $5,000) + (8/12 x 17 months x $4,500).
3. Equivalent to 17 months x $5,000.
4. Equivalent to 17 months x $6,000.

Source: Central Provident Fund (www.cpf.gov.sg)
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SETTING UP A HOME
Settling into a new country can be quite daunting. The first thing to do is to find a place you 
can call home for the next few years. Renting an apartment in Singapore can be a fairly straight 
forward process when using an agent. With your housing needs squared away, getting help 
around the house if you have children is relatively inexpensive.

RENTAL

To help ease the process of renting, many people utilise the services of a property agent. 
In Singapore, by law, two agents are involved in the transaction. One that represents the 
tenant’s interests, the second acts for the landlord. The tenant’s agent will source appropriate 
properties, schedule the viewing appointments, assist in negotiating rent and arrange all of the 
appropriate paperwork and contracts. 

Once you have chosen your home, the agent will prepare a Letter of Intent (LOI). At this point 
the tenant is expected to provide a holding deposit equivalent to one month’s rent. Once 
signed by both parties this LOI holds the property for a period of between one to five days. 
Although there is no hard and fast rule, this deposit can be at risk if you do not (within 14 days) 
complete the full tenancy agreement. 

Agents are paid on a commission basis. The commission (which is usually equivalent to one 
month’s rent) is split between both agents upon each successful lease. It is not unusual for the 
landlord to cover this commission if the tenancy agreement extends to 24 months. However if 
the lease is a 12 month agreement, the tenant is expected to pay half of the full month’s rent 
in commission. All agents must be registered and licensed with the Council for Estate Agents. 

Stamp duty on rental units are taxes on the Tenancy Agreement documents. The Tenancy 
agreement will only be legally binding once the stamp duty has been paid and all relevant 
stamps and seals are in place. 

Paying the stamp duty is usually the responsibility of the tenant and can be e-stamped online 
via the IRAS website.

Some of the clauses to look out for in your tenancy agreement include:

DIPLOMATIC CLAUSE
This clause safeguards you in the event you are transferred out of Singapore for employment. 
With this clause, you can terminate your lease after 12 months by giving a 2 month notice 
period, and not forfeit your security deposit. This clause will only be included on a 2 year lease.
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SECURITY DEPOSIT
The standard practice is 1 month’s rent for every year of lease and payable upon signing of the 
tenancy agreement. This deposit will be returned to you without interest when the lease term 
ends.

TERM OF LEASE

The minimum lease period is 1 year and renewable for another 1 or 2 years.

MINOR REPAIR CLAUSE

Every tenancy agreement will include a minor repair clause. Under the terms of this clause, the 
tenant is responsible to cover for repairs as a result of wear and tear if the amount does not 
exceed $150 (this amount could vary between landlords).

DOMESTIC HELP
Getting help with the general household duties is easy, especially with the numerous domestic 
help agencies in Singapore. These agencies facilitate the employment of a domestic helper by 
finding suitable candidates to meet your requirements. 

They also assist in processing Work Permits, guarantee a replacement should the match 
be unsuitable, handle medical insurance and raise the mandatory bond required by the 
government. The majority of domestic helpers in Singapore are from the Philippines, Sri Lanka 
and Indonesia. 

It is important to ensure that the agency you engage is licensed and authorised by the Ministry 
of Manpower.

As an employer, you are responsible for the actions of your domestic helper as well as for their 
wellbeing. Below are some of your obligations:

• Monthly salary to the domestic helper
• Monthly levy to the government
• All food, lodging and medical care
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EDUCATION & SCHOOLS
Education is compulsory in Singapore. All children from the age of 6 years old are required to 
start primary education for 6 years to establish a foundation in English, Mother Tongue and 
Mathematics. While the education system in Singapore is highly recognised in the region, 
there is a selection of international schools to meet the different curricula, for example British, 
American or Australian.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS COMPARISON CHART

Schools Education System
Admission 
Acceptance Age

Estimated Fees 
per annum

Contact Details

Dover Court International School British 3 to 17 years 14.9k to 31.3k +65 6775 7664 / www.dovercourt.edu.sg

Tanglin Trust School British 3 to 18 years 26.9k to 44.5k +65 6778 0771 / www.tts.edu.sg

Singapore American School
US & Advanced Placement International 
Diploma

3 to 18 years 41.6k to 54.8k +65 6363 3403 / www.sas.edu.sg

Stamford American International School
International Baccalaureate with  
US State Standards (AERO)

2 to 16 years 15.8k to 42.6k +65 6602 7247 / www.sais.edu.sg

Chatsworth International School British, US & International Baccalaureate 2 to 18 years 23.8k to 32.8k +65 6463 3201 / www.chatsworth.com.sg

United World College of South East Asia British & International Baccalaureate 4 to 18 years 39.6k to 47.1k +65 6775 5334 / www.uwcsea.edu.sg

Overseas Family School US & International Baccalaureate 2 to 18 years 16k to 41k +65 6738 0211 / www.ofs.edu.sg

German European School German & International Baccalaureate 2 to 18 years 5.3k to 33.5k +65 6469 1131 / www.gess.sg

Canadian International School Canadian & International Baccalaureate 2 to 18 years 16.5k to 40.9k
+65 6345 1573 (Tanjong Katong)
+65 6467 1732 (Lakeside)
www.cis.edu.sg

Australian International School Australian & International Baccalaureate 3 to 18 years 14.8k to 42.4k +65 6664 8127 / www.ais.com.sg

GEMS World Academy (Singapore)
International Baccalaureate & International 
General Certificate of Secondary Education

2 to 18 years 11.6k to 39.1k +65 6808 7300 / www.gwa.edu.sg

Dulwich College British 2 to 18 years 16.4k to 45.5k +65 6890 1003 / www.dulwich-singapore.sg

Nexus International School British & International Baccalaureate 3 to 18 years 21k to 38.6k +65 6536 6566 / www.nexus.edu.sg

Invictus International School International Primary Curriculum (IPC) 6 to 12 years 18,190 +65 6295 3877 / www.invictus.school
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International Schools
Singapore has several established international schools with different education systems to 
choose from. Most schools have curricula starting from Nursery right up to High and Upper 
schools. The tables on the next page provide an overview of some of the more popular schools.

*Fees are sourced from respective websites and based on an estimate. Does not include other miscellaneous fees 
(application, registration fees etc).

*Best efforts have been made to confirm accuracy of the above data however please contact the respective schools for 
exact detail.

Schools Education System
Admission 
Acceptance Age

Estimated Fees 
per annum

Contact Details

Dover Court International School British 3 to 17 years 14.9k to 31.3k +65 6775 7664 / www.dovercourt.edu.sg

Tanglin Trust School British 3 to 18 years 26.9k to 44.5k +65 6778 0771 / www.tts.edu.sg

Singapore American School
US & Advanced Placement International 
Diploma

3 to 18 years 41.6k to 54.8k +65 6363 3403 / www.sas.edu.sg

Stamford American International School
International Baccalaureate with  
US State Standards (AERO)

2 to 16 years 15.8k to 42.6k +65 6602 7247 / www.sais.edu.sg

Chatsworth International School British, US & International Baccalaureate 2 to 18 years 23.8k to 32.8k +65 6463 3201 / www.chatsworth.com.sg

United World College of South East Asia British & International Baccalaureate 4 to 18 years 39.6k to 47.1k +65 6775 5334 / www.uwcsea.edu.sg

Overseas Family School US & International Baccalaureate 2 to 18 years 16k to 41k +65 6738 0211 / www.ofs.edu.sg

German European School German & International Baccalaureate 2 to 18 years 5.3k to 33.5k +65 6469 1131 / www.gess.sg

Canadian International School Canadian & International Baccalaureate 2 to 18 years 16.5k to 40.9k
+65 6345 1573 (Tanjong Katong)
+65 6467 1732 (Lakeside)
www.cis.edu.sg

Australian International School Australian & International Baccalaureate 3 to 18 years 14.8k to 42.4k +65 6664 8127 / www.ais.com.sg

GEMS World Academy (Singapore)
International Baccalaureate & International 
General Certificate of Secondary Education

2 to 18 years 11.6k to 39.1k +65 6808 7300 / www.gwa.edu.sg

Dulwich College British 2 to 18 years 16.4k to 45.5k +65 6890 1003 / www.dulwich-singapore.sg

Nexus International School British & International Baccalaureate 3 to 18 years 21k to 38.6k +65 6536 6566 / www.nexus.edu.sg

Invictus International School International Primary Curriculum (IPC) 6 to 12 years 18,190 +65 6295 3877 / www.invictus.school
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LIFETIME COST OF UNIVERSITY 
Tertiary education does not come cheap. With careful financial planning, you can provide your 
child with a quality university education anywhere in the world.

The tables below provide a cost comparison across universities in Singapore, Australia, the 
United Kingdom and the United States.

LIFETIME UNIVERSITY COSTS

Singapore (SGD $) 2019 3-Year Course 

University
Tuition 
Costs 

2019 2028 2029

Nanyang Technological University 36,830 116,107 180,119 189,125 

Singapore Management University 43,870 138,300 214,549 225,276 

United Kingdom (GBP £) 2019 3-Year Course

University Tuition
Living 
Cost

Total 2019 2028 2029

The University of Edinburgh 22,219 15,000 37,219 117,333 182,022 191,123

Imperial College of London 18,900 15,000 33,900 106,870 165,790 174,080

Australia (AUD $) 2019 3-Year Course

University Tuition
Living 
Cost

Total 2019 2028 2029

University of Melbourne 35,834 31,000 66,834 210,694 326,856 343,199 

University of Western Australia 37,919 23,400 61,319 193,308 299,884 314,879

• Academic Year 2019/20
• Costs are projected to increase at the rate of 5% per annum
• Fees are sourced from respective websites and prospectuses & calculated based on the average fees for the lab & non-lab courses
• Actual living costs will depend on your needs and lifestyle choices. We have used example living on campus 1st year

USA (USD$) 2019 4-Year Course

University Tuition
Living 
Cost

Total 2019 2028 2029

Columbia University 59,985 17,426 77,411 333,651 517,602 543,482

University of Berkeley 46,170 18,900  65,070 280,460 435,085 456,840
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• Best efforts have been made to confirm accuracy of the above data however please contact the respective universities for exact details
• For Singapore we assume student will be living at home
• Only applies to foreign students
• Certain countries Immigration policies might mean there are minimum fund requirements to study there

Singapore (SGD $) 2019 3-Year Course 

University
Tuition 
Costs 

2019 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Nanyang Technological University 36,830 116,107 180,119 189,125 198,582 208,511 218,936 229,883 241,377 253,446 266,118 279,424 293,396 

Singapore Management University 43,870 138,300 214,549 225,276 236,540   248,367 260,786 273,825 287,516 301,892 316,987 332,836 349,478 

United Kingdom (GDP £) 2019 3-Year Course

University Tuition
Living 
Cost

Total 2019 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

The University of Edinburgh 22,219 15,000 37,219 117,333 182,022 191,123 200,679 210,713 221,249 232,311 243,927 256,123 268,929 282,376 296,494

Imperial College of London 18,900 15,000 33,900 106,870 165,790 174,080 182,784 191,923 201,519 211,595 222,175 233,283 244,947 257,195 270,055

Australia (AUD $) 2019 3-Year Course

University Tuition
Living 
Cost

Total 2019 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

University of Melbourne 35,834 31,000 66,834 210,694 326,856 343,199 360,359 378,376 397,295 417,160 438,018 459,919 482,915 507,061 532,414 

University of Western Australia 37,919 23,400 61,319 193,308 299,884 314,879 330,623 347,154 364,511 382,737 401,874 421,967 443,066 465,219 488,480

USA (USD$) 2019 4-Year Course

University Tuition
Living 
Cost

Total 2019 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Columbia University 59,985 17,426 77,411 333,651 517,602 543,482 570,657 599,189 629,149 660,606 693,637 728,318 764,734 802,971 843,120

University of Berkeley 46,170 18,900  65,070 280,460 435,085 456,840 479,681 503,666 528,849 555,291 583,056 612,209 642,819 674,960 708,708
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COE
The Certificate of Entitlement. Anyone who wishes to register a new vehicle in Singapore 
must first obtain a COE, in the appropriate vehicle category. A COE represents a right to 
vehicle ownership and use of the limited road space for 10 years.

OMV
The Open Market Value assessed by the Singapore 
Customs, takes into account the purchase price, freight, 
insurance and all other charges incidental to the sale 
and delivery of the car from the country of manufacture 
to Singapore. The OMV is not the selling price from the 
manufacturer to local authorised dealers. 

Goods & Services Tax 
(7% GST on Excise Duty 
+ OMV)
A form of consumption tax 
that is imposed based on 
the value of goods.

ARF
Additional Registration fee, calculated as a percentage of the Open Market Value as 
determined by Singapore Customs. Cars with an OMV of up to S$20,000 are subject to 
100% of the OMV. Cars with an OMV between S$20,001 - S$50,000 are subject to 140% of 
incremental OMV. Cars above S$50,000 are subject to 180% of incremental OMV.

GETTING AROUND IN SINGAPORE
Singapore offers an efficient transportation network of taxis, buses and the Mass Rapid Transit 
(MRT) rail system. Transportation is affordable and travelling around the country is hassle-free. 
However, should you prefer to travel in the comfort of your own car, below are some of the costs 
you would need to consider. 

CAR COSTS
The cost of car ownership in Singapore is made expensive for the purpose of controlling traffic 
on such a small island. To limit the growth of new vehicles on the road to about 0.25% (February 
2015 to January 2018) a year, the Vehicle Quota System was put in place. The Certificate of 
Entitlement (COE) keeps track of the number of cars registered in Singapore. 

Apart from the Certificate of Entitlement, there are other costs involved that impact the cost of 
owning and maintaining a car in Singapore: 

Cost of Buying a New Car
Registration Fee - A fee of S$220 covers the costs of registering a vehicle in Singapore. It is 
collected upon registration of the vehicle.
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At the end of the 10-year COE period, vehicle owners may choose to deregister their vehicle 
or to revalidate their COEs for another 5 or 10-year period by paying the Prevailing Quota 
Premium. COEs are released through competitive bidding. There are 2 bidding exercises every 
month. 

There are 5 vehicle categories;

 

The minimum reserve price is S$1. The reserve price is the maximum bid amount that a bidder 
is prepared to pay for the COE. 

Once the bid has been submitted and accepted by the Bidding System for processing, it 
cannot be withdrawn. 

A bid deposit and an administration fee will be charged for each bid application and revision. 

COE bid deposit for Categories A, B, C and E is S$10,000. COE bid deposit for Category D is 
S$200. If your bid is unsuccessful, your bid deposit will be refunded.

Used Car Surcharge
To discourage the importing of used 
cars a surcharge of S$10,000 will be 

payable.

Transfer Fee
 For the transfer of a vehicle 

registration effected on or after 20 
December 2017, a Transfer Fee (TF)    

of S$25 is payable.

PARF
The Preferential Additional Registration Fee (PARF) 
benefit is granted to a vehicle owner who de-
registers his car by scrap or export before the car 
reaches 10 years old. This ensures a relatively young 
and roadworthy fleet for smooth flowing traffic.

• A – Cars (up to 1600cc and 97KW) 
• B – Cars (above 1600cc or 97KW) 
• C – Goods Vehicles and Buses 
• D – Motorcycles 
• E – Open (for any kind of 

vehicle)* COE obtained on or 

after February 2014 First Bidding 
Exercise but before May 2017 
First Bidding Exercise

• E – Open – all except Motorcycle* 
COE obtained on or after May 
2017 First Bidding Exercise

Source: Land Transport Authority of Singapore (www.lta.gov.sg)

Excise Duty (20% of OMV)
Additional form of tax 
imposed. Like the ARF, the 
Excise Duty is also calculated 
based on a percentage of the 
OMV of the vehicle.
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COST OF MAINTAINING A CAR
In addition to the costs related to the purchase of your vehicle, you must also be aware of the 
recurring costs to keep and use your vehicle.

Road Tax
All vehicle owners must have a valid 

vehicle license (i.e. Road Tax) for their 
vehicles before these vehicles can 

be used on the roads. Most vehicles’ 
Road Taxes are renewable on a six-

month or yearly basis. Vehicle owners 
must fulfil the prerequisites (e.g. obtain 
motor insurance coverage for the new 

licensing period, pass the periodic 
vehicle inspection, etc.) prior to the 

renewal of the vehicle licenses.

Emissions Schemes
Dependent on when your car is 

registered, there are two emissions 
based schemes, carbon emission 

based. Cars with high carbon dioxide 
emissions will incur a corresponding 

registration surcharge.

Vehicular emission based are assessed 
based on their emissions of five 

pollutants of HC, CO, NOx, PM and 
CO2. The VES rebate or surcharge is 
determined by the worst performing 

pollutant.

Electronic Road Pricing
ERP is an electronic system of road 
pricing based on a pay-as-you-use 
principle. It is designed to be a fair 

system as motorists are charged when 
they use the road during peak hours.

Special Tax
A Special Tax is levied on diesel cars 

and is payable in addition to the Road 
Tax of the vehicle. 
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If you hold a Pass that allows you stay or work in Singapore you may drive in Singapore using 
your valid foreign driving license for a period of not more than 12 months from the date of 
your last entry into Singapore prior to the date of issuance of your Pass. At the end of this 
12-month period, you will need to hold a Singapore driving licence in order to continue 
driving in Singapore.

How to apply for conversion – You must pass the Basic Theory Test (BTT) in Singapore.          
To book a BTT, contact any of the 3 driving centres:

With effect from 1st February 2019, conversion must be done in person at the Traffic Police 
Headquarters, located at 10 Ubi Ave 3, Singapore 408865, with the relevant documents.

Source:www.police.gov.sg

1. Bukit Batok 
Driving Centre  
815 Bukit Batok West Ave 5 
Singapore 659085 
T: 1800 666 8888            
www.bbdc.sg

2. ComfortDelGro      
Driving Centre  
205 Ubi Ave 4 
Singapore 408805 
T: 6841 8900 or 6848 0167              
www.cdc.com.sg

3. Singapore Safety 
Driving Centre 
2 Woodlands Industrial 
Park E4 Singapore 757387  
T: 6482 6060                  
www.ssdcl.com.sg

Parking
The Government determines the 
minimum parking provision, while 
parking charges are market-driven. 
Rates are subject to changes by the 
respective building/car park owners.

Insurance
It is illegal to drive any vehicle in 
Singapore without a valid vehicle 

insurance. The minimum requirement 
is to cover at least third party liability 

for death and bodily injury arising from 
the use of the vehicle.

Driving Licence
If you hold a valid driving licence that 
was issued outside of Singapore, you 

should check whether you need to 
convert your foreign driving licence 

before you begin driving in Singapore.

Vehicle Number Plate
On average, the cost of a set 

of normal number plates ranges 
between S$25 to S$30.
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TAXI CHARGES
Taxis are widely available in Singapore and can be flagged down almost anywhere except 
within bus lanes in the CBD area. On these roads, taxis can only pick up or drop off passengers 
at taxi stands or on driveways of buildings between 7am to 10pm from Mondays to Saturdays, 
except on Sundays and public holidays. 

All taxis are metered and can be flagged immediately or booked in advance. Depending on 
the time you flag a taxi down, there are several different charges that would be added to the 
final fare. Below are some of the charges you may incur.

Taxi Company Charges

Comfort & CityCab SMRT TransCabs Premier Taxi

Hotline Number 6552 1111 6555 8888 6555 3333 6363 6888

Starting Fare $3.00 - $3.90 $3.60 - $4.50

Peak Period 
Surcharge

25% of metered fare

Mon – Fri (6am to 9.29am) 
Mon-Sun & Public holidays  

(6pm to midnight)

Midnight 
Surcharge

Midnight to 5:59am 50% metered fare

CBD Area 
Surcharge

$3 
Mon-Sun & Public Holidays: 5pm - midnight

Immediate 
Booking

$3.30 (Peak Period) 
(Mon-Fri: 6am - 9.30am & 6pm - 12pm) 

$2.30 (All Other Times)
$10

Advance 
Booking

$8-$10 (When booking at least 30 mins in advance) $18

*Rates & Charges as of 2019. Some minor variations across companies may apply.
Source: www.cdgtaxi.com.sg/ride-with-us/fares, www.smrt.com.sg/Journey-with-Us/SMRT-Taxis/Fares-and-Claims,
www.transcab.com.sg/web2/Booking.htm lhttps://premiertaxi.com.sg/commuters/taxi_fare

Comfort, Grab & Other Transport Apps
Grab and other Apps based ride hailing technology have become popular in Singapore in 
recent years. These allow you to hail a ride from an application on your smartphone. The App 
will estimate your fair, find the nearest available driver and allow you to track their arrival. You 
will need to download the relevant App and register before you can use the service. Rates will 
vary according to demand. Uber is no longer available in Singapore since the acquisition of 
Uber by Grab in April 2018. Go-Jek started operating ride hailing in January 2019. 

MASS RAPID TRANSIT (MRT)
There are several lines in Singapore that cover the entire country making travelling fast and 
easy. Riding on the MRT is cheap, fares range from $1.00 to $3.00. All commuters are charged 
a fare according to the total distance travelled, on the bus, LRT and MRT. This means that fares 
are computed on a journey basis, without a boarding charge being imposed for every transfer 
trip that makes up a journey. For further information you can refer to www.smrt.com.sg.
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LEAVING SINGAPORE
Returning home or moving to another country
The decision to return home, or to move to another country, can be an easy or a daunting one. 
Once you have made your decision, there is more to do than packing and booking your flights. 

In Singapore you will become used to low or no taxation of your savings, investments and other 
assets. However this is often not the case when you move to another country. 

You will need to arrange any necessary Visas/Work Permits and registering with your new 
country’s tax authorities. It is important to take steps to ensure, in a compliant and non-
contentious way, that your new country does not end up taxing the returns you have made 
whilst in Singapore. It is not always possible to completely eliminate tax on these returns, but 
with sound planning the impact of tax can be minimised. 

You should take advice on this as early as possible once you have made the decision to move 
and certainly no less than 3 months before you are likely to become tax resident in your new 
country. 

Before you leave Singapore, check the list below for a hassle-free departure:

REPORTING YOUR DEPARTURE DATE
An IR21 form will be completed by your employer declaring your employment income from 
January 1st to the date of your departure. This form is to be submitted to the IRAS one month 
before your last day of employment.

PAYMENT OF TAX
All taxes owed should be paid before the IRAS grants you tax clearance. Your employer is 
obligated to withhold all payments to you until you receive clearance.

WITHDRAWAL OF CENTRAL PROVIDENT FUND (CPF)
If you are a Singapore Permanent Resident, you may choose to withdraw your CPF in full should 
you decide to return to your home country with no intention of returning to Singapore for 
residence or employment.
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QUICK REFERENCE 
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

2019/2020

9 August 2019 Friday National Day

11 August 2019* Sunday Hari Raya Haji

27 October 2019* Sunday Deepavali

25 December 2019 Wednesday Christmas Day

1 January 2020 Wednesday
 

New Year’s Day

25 January 2020 Saturday
Chinese New Year

26 January 2020* Sunday

10 April 2020 Friday
 

Good Friday

1 May 2020 Friday
 

Labour Day 

7 May 2020 Thursday
 

Vesak Day

24 May 2020* Sunday
 

Hari Raya Puasa

31 July 2020 Friday
 

Hari Raya Haji

*The following Monday will be a public holiday

Source: Ministry of Manpower (www.mom.gov.sg)
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USEFUL NUMBERS & CONTACTS

Emergency Contact Number

Police 999

Fire & Emergency ambulance 995

Non-emergency ambulance 1777

Embassy / High Commission & Contact Numbers

Australia 6836 4100 India 6238 2537

Belgium 6220 7677 Ireland 6238 7616

Brazil 6603 9361 Japan 6235 8855

Canada 6854 5900 Netherlands 6737 1155

China 6471 2117 Norway 6818 2000

Denmark 6355 5010 Sweden 6415 9720

Finland 6254 4042 Switzerland 6468 5788

France 6880 7800 United Kingdom 6424 4200

Germany 6533 6002 United States 6476 9100

Useful Numbers

Ministry of Manpower 
18 Havelock Road  
Singapore 059764 
+65 6438 5122 
www.mom.gov.sg

Accounting and Corporate Regulatory 
Authority (ACRA) 
10 Anson Road #05-01/15 
International Plaza, Singapore 079903 
+65 6248 6028 
www.acra.gov.sg

Immigration and Checkpoints  
Authority (ICA) 
10 Kallang Road, ICA Building 
Singapore 208718 
+65 6391 6100 
www.ica.gov.sg

Housing Development Board 
Block 190 Lorong 6 Tao Payoh #04-150
Singapore 310190
1800 225 5432 (local) 
www.hdb.gov.sg

Central Provident Fund Board (CPF)
45 Maxwell Road #01-11
CPF Maxwell Service Centre, The URA 
Centre East Wing, Singapore 069118
1800 227 1188 (local)
www.cpf.gov.sg

The Urban Redevelopment Authority Centre 
45 Maxwell Road, The URA Centre 
Singapore 069118 
+65 6221 6666 
www.ura.gov.sg

Singapore Economic Development Board 
250 North Bridge Road #28-00, Raffles City 
Tower, Singapore 179101 
+65 6832 6832 
www.edb.gov.sg

Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) 
10 Shenton Way, MAS Building 
Singapore 079117 
+65 6225 5577 
www.mas.gov.sg
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USEFUL APPS / MEMBERSHIPS

Food and Beverage

NTUC 
Warehouse 
Club

$50 for 2 years membership. 
Great for big families/festive 
occasions. 
Enjoy savings when buying groceries 
in bulk.

www.warehouseclub.
com.sg

Passion 
Ez-Link 
Card

$12 for 5 years membership. 
Earn points that can be redeemed in 
stores such as Cold Storage/Guardian 
as well as other discounts on lifestyle 
courses.

www.passioncard.sg Available 
as an app

Eatigo Online reservation with dining 
discounts

eatigo.com/sg/
singapore/en

Available 
as an app

Sluggr 1 for 1 offers on selected drinks www.sluggr.club Available 
as an app

Survival 
Chic

$350 for 1 year membership. 30% off 
the table bill at 50 Top Restaurants

survivalchic.com

Lifestyle

Fave A similar app to Groupon. Fave brings 
you discounted offers on things 
to eat, do, see and experience in 
Singapore, Malaysia or Indonesia

myfave.com Available 
as an app

Klook Enjoy discounts on attractions www.klook.com/en-SG Available 
as an app

Classpass For fitness buffs. Free trial week which 
includes 25 credits to book up to 5 
classes. Normal plan starts from $49

www.classpass.com Available 
as an app

The 
Entertainer

$65 for over 2600 Buy 1 Get 1 Free 
Deals & Discount offers on F&B, 
Beauty/Fitness, Travel & everyday 
services.

www.
theentertainerme.
com/home

Available 
as an app

Retail Therapy

CapitaStar Lifestyle and loyalty app by 
CapitaLand. Members can earn 
points when they shop or dine at 
any CapitaLand Malls and some 
online stores/booking sites. (min 
$20 purchase). These points can 
be redeemed in exchange for mall 
vouchers or discounts off purchases.

www.capitastar.com/
sg/en.html

Available 
as an app
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USEFUL APPS / MEMBERSHIPS

Retail Therapy

Style 
Theory

Rental of designer outfits & bags. 
Packages range from $69 to $179 a 
month

sg.styletheory.co Available 
as an app

Mad 
Thread

Alternative to Style Theory. $99 for an 
umlimited plan, 3 pieces each time 
with unlimited swaps. Enjoy $10 off 
your first month

madthread.com Available 
as an app

Other online sites

Singsale Exclusive members only online 
shopping club with discounts up to 
80% off retail

www.singsale.com.sg Available 
as an app

Lazada Singapore's Online Shopping Mall www.lazada.sg Available 
as an app

Amazon 
Prime

$2.99 a month. Free 30-day trial for 
new members. Enjoy free 2-hour 
delivery for local orders over S$40

www.amazon.com.sg/
primenow

Available 
as an app

Sourced from the relevant websites which may be subject to change at any time.
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